WARRANT ARTICLE EXPLANATIONS
FILED BY PETITIONERS FOR THE
NOVEMBER 16, 2021 SPECIAL TOWN MEETING

ARTICLE 1
Submitted by: Select Board
This article is inserted in the Warrant for every Town Meeting in case there are any unpaid bills
from a prior fiscal year that are deemed to be legal obligations of the Town. Per Massachusetts
General Law, unpaid bills from a prior fiscal year can only be paid from current year appropriations
with the specific approval of Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 2
Submitted by: Human Resources
This article is inserted in the Warrant for any Town Meeting when there are unsettled labor
contracts. Town Meeting must approve the funding for any collective bargaining agreements.
ARTICLE 3
Submitted by: Select Board
This article seeks authority for the Select Board to petition the Legislature to remove the Police
Department from the state civil service system. Initially adopted in the late 1800’s, the Town has
added and removed positions to/from civil service over the intervening 100 years. Most recently
as 2009, Town Meeting approved action to remove all remaining municipal and school employees
from civil service, except for police officer and firefighters. This action followed a comprehensive
review and report of the Human Resources Board in 2006. At that time, civil service was just
released from a court decree that required provisions to address the lack of diversity in police
departments. The Human Resources Board decided not to recommend the revocation of public
safety employees from civil service at that time until the effect of this action was evaluated. The
Board commented in their report, “We express a concern about the future of the Town’s efforts to
ensure diversity in its public safety forces under the civil service system. But at this point it has
been too soon since the elimination of the consent decree to determine what impact there will be.
This is a matter that may require further study at some point in the future when there is more
experience to consider.
Fifteen years later, the diversification of our police department is as big of an issue as ever. As
reported on extensively in the police reform and reimagining process, the limitations imposed by
the civil service system, including reliance on written test scores and legal preferences (residency,
veterans status, etc.), results in less diverse candidates to consider upon initial appointment and
limits management discretion in the promotion of ranking officers.
In addition to hiring and promotional processes, the civil service system provides additional
protection to employees who are subject to discipline. Serious discipline up to and including
discharge may be appealed by employees to the state Civil Service Commission, who is authorized
to overrule the appointing authority’s decisions. This protection is in addition to union contract
provisions which require progressive discipline processes and grant strong grievance and
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arbitration provisions when disputes arise. And this is on top of other legal avenues including the
Labor Relations Commission, the MCAD, the EEOC and the courts. Even though these alternative
procedures are sufficient to cover the loss of civil service protection, the proposed revocation
language under this article would actually retain these disciplinary appeal rights for all existing
employees for the remainder of their employment with the Town.
The Town relied heavily upon the experiences of many other communities who have removed
their police forces from civil service recently, including Norwood, Lexington and Wellesley. These
communities have developed alternative mechanisms to objectively evaluate candidates for
appointment without relying exclusively on test scores, residency and other factors. They have
also created best practice promotional processes that rely upon judgment, discretion and other
essential supervisory factors rather than using a test score to determine eligibility. The Town will
engage with its police union to discuss these processes, but we feel confident that robust and
equitable processes exist in the many police departments in Massachusetts and throughout the
country that are not bound by rigid civil service processes in their hiring and promotional
processes.
Given the exclusive focus on civil service for police during the police reform and reimagining
process, the Town Administrator did not feel it was appropriate at this time to include the fire
department personnel in this article. It is possible that the Town will propose further action in this
regard in the future.

ARTICLE 4
Submitted by: Select Board
This article is submitted as part of the Select Board’s efforts to streamline their meetings in order
to allow for proper consideration of licensing matters by a licensing board that can efficiently
address the variety of licensing functions on behalf of the Select Board. Many of the approvals
the Board processes are for temporary licenses or for alternate managers which can easily be
handled either administratively or by a licensing Board. Other matters that arise during license
hearings require specialized knowledge or expertise (legal, health, safety, traffic, etc.) and it would
be more efficient and responsible to appoint members or staff with those specific skill sets.
The Select Board meets weekly, and those meetings can last 5+ hours, with a barrage of issues on
the docket. The growing policy issues regarding policing, climate change, funding, housing and
many more requiring more of the Board's attention. The statutory requirements for licensing
necessitate that certain matters requiring the Board’s approval can’t be evenly distributed
throughout the course of a monthly schedule. This results in licensing approvals big and small
piling up on the agenda, which can cause disruption to the overall workload of the Board and
inconvenience for business owners who don’t have a predictable schedule for their approvals. The
Tuesday evening schedule is likely disruptive to small business owners who often operate their
establishments in the evening. The unpredictability of certain agenda items can mean that a license
holder gets notice and appears for a matter which could actually be heard as much as an hour
behind the estimate.
Section 5 of the Town special legislation known as the Town Administrator’s Act, Chapter 270
of the Acts of 1985 as amended, states:
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“SECTION 5. The town may, through its by-laws, delegate any licensing authority,
except the licensing of innholders, lodging houses, common victuallers, food vendors,
secondhand motor vehicles, open air parking, liquor sales and theaters and
entertainment.”
The Select Board seeks to strike the language of Section 5 that currently prevents the
Town from delegating to an official or Town body that Select Board statutory licensing authority
established by the Massachusetts General Laws. If approved by Town Meeting and the
Massachusetts Legislature, the new language of Section 5 would state:
“SECTION 5. The town may, through its by-laws, delegate any licensing authority,
except the licensing of innholders, lodging houses, common victuallers, food vendors,
secondhand motor vehicles, open air parking, liquor sales and theaters and
entertainment.”
The Select Board has already begun discussions with the Committee on Town Organization
and Structure to construct a General By-Law establishing the new licensing structure should this
home rule petition pass. Amendments to Article 5.7 of the General By-Laws to create a new
licensing structure would be the next step following approval of this article. That article would be
filed at the 2022 Annual Town Meeting.
ARTICLE 5
Submitted by: Commissioner of Public Works
Access to the private parking lot at the rear of 60-64 Harvard Street was formerly off of the end of
Pierce Street, a public way. In 1997 when the town redesigned the Public Health building parking
lot that portion of Pierce Street was discontinued, and a new walkway with curbing was created
blocking the original access to 60-64 Harvard Street. At that time, the town provided a new curb
cut and new access and egress point from the new location of Pierce Street (the existing one-way
circle) and over a portion of the Public Health Department building lot at 11 Pierce Street.
However, the town did not record any of the documentation showing the discontinuance or new
access/egress point. This easement will be recorded at the registry in order to resolve/clear the
existing title issue for the 60-64 Harvard Street property.
ARTICLE 6
Submitted by: Commissioner of Public Works, ADA Coordinator
The article proposes amending the General By-Laws, Section 7.5.11 Obstructions to remove
obsolete language and to provide the Town, in particular the Department of Public Works (DPW),
with the specific authority to enforce removal of vegetative sidewalk obstructions. Overgrown
vegetation is the most common obstruction impacting safe, equitable, compliant and fair access to
the public way for all.
Hedges, bushes, low-hanging branches, grasses and other obstructive vegetation that intrude on
the public way can inhibit or obstruct safe passage – and sometimes block ALL passage – for some
or all pedestrians, especially those with mobility devices (wheelchairs, walkers, canes, etc.), baby
carriages, or strollers. Low growth vegetation protruding over the sidewalks may also present
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tripping hazards. Blind residents report being “struck in the face” by low hanging tree branches
or other overgrowth that they cannot see, or detect with an aid, in order to avoid.
An examination of reports in BrookONline and on-site observations by members of the Town’s
Pedestrian Advisory Committee show that this is a wide-spread problem affecting all of
Brookline’s precincts. While DPW, working with the Commission on Disability and the Town’s
ADA Coordinator, has made significant efforts over the past year to raise public awareness of
property owner responsibilities, DPW lacks specific authority for enforcement. The proposed ByLaw changes seek to address this gap.
Deficiencies in the current By-Law Section 7.5.11 Obstruction include the following:
•
Only objects “placed” on sidewalks are specifically prohibited. Town Counsel has
indicated that this does not clearly enough cover vegetation that grows into the sidewalk space.
•
States that obstructions must be removed within an hour after notification – not generally
feasible for foliage.
•
Does not provide fines for vegetative sidewalk obstructions of any kind.
•
Contains obsolete examples such as “coal” and “bale.”
•
Does not provide for notification to property owner by anyone other than a police officer.
The proposed By-Law revision would address these shortcomings by explicitly including
vegetative obstructions as prohibited, replacing “police officer” with “authorized agent of the
Town”, establishing a schedule of monetary penalties, and incorporating language from the current
Article 8.3.1 Leaf Blower Control.
The proposed level of fines for vegetative obstructions is commensurate with the $100 penalty for
a vehicle blocking a handicap parking space or a curb ramp. A vegetative obstruction can similarly
deny to individuals with disabilities and others the use of a portion of the public way for a long
period of time: the compliance period after initial notification (aka "grace period") is much longer
for vegetative obstructions than for other types (twenty-one days versus one hour). It is not always
feasible to prune a tree or cut back a shrub or other vegetation immediately; the property owner
may have to hire a contractor to perform the work. The fines should be substantive enough that
property owners have no incentive to postpone maintaining their vegetation, including during
property renovation or transfer. Allowing substantial restrictions of the public way to remain
longer than 21 days is a serious hardship, inequity and danger to pedestrians.
These proposed changes in By-Law Section 7.5.11 support Brookline’s commitments to
accessibility, sustainability, and public safety.
ARTICLE 7
Submitted by: Select Board
In May 2018, Town Meeting passed Warrant Articles 17 and 18 relating to the Town's Zoning and
General by-laws, exercising local control over the siting, density and number of Marijuana
Establishments within the Town. More specifically, Town Meeting approved the "default" cap on
Marijuana Retailers at 20% of the number off-premise alcohol consumption. The Town currently
has 19 package store licenses outstanding; 20% of 19 is 3.8, or 4 when rounded up. The Select
Board has gone through the licensing process with four retailers, and therefore is at the cap set by
Town Meeting in 2018.
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During the review for the last license application, the Board expressed interest in diversifying the
local cannabis industry and expanding the current cap on retailers to achieve this goal. This
Warrant Article proposes to achieve this goal by amending Article 8.37 of the Town's General ByLaws to increase the cap on the number of Select Board licenses for Marijuana Retailers -- by two
(2) additional license -- to be made available only to Equity Applicants, as defined by Select Board
policy or regulation. In the event Town Meeting approves this amendment and the Town receives
interest in the newly-available two (2) additional Marijuana Retailer licenses from qualified Equity
Applicants, the number of Marijuana Retailers in town would increase from four to six.
The two additional Marijuana Retail licenses would be subject to a new Marijuana Retailer Equity
Policy that is currently being considered by the Select Board. The proposed policy exclusively
provides the two additional Marijuana Retail licenses proposed by this Warrant Article for Equity
Applicants. According to the proposal the Select Board is considering, "Equity Applicants" consist
of applicants with Disadvantaged Business Enterprises status from the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts (DBEs), Social Equity Participant status from the Cannabis Control Commission
(SEPs), and Economic Empowerment Applicant status from the Cannabis Control Commission
(EEAs). Further, Equity Applicants that are also Brookline residents will receive priority
processing.
ARTICLE 8
Submitted by: Susan Park TMM2, Alok Somani, Regina Frawley TMM16, Bruce Levin, Cher
Duffield TMM6, Ana Albuquerque TMM1, Faith Michaels TMM5
Many TMM's have expressed concerns about Brookline not having a "Comprehensive Plan" for
the town's development. "Rounding Up" is the antithesis of "Planning." It can push cannabis retail
beyond what the public would agree, given a voice and vote.
It is vital to maintain control for development, including neighborhood definitions, population
density, housing--and what types of businesses are beneficial to our sense of what Brookline is.
Cannabis licenses should not be "rounded up," without carefully weighing the pros and cons and
analyzing community impact. Merely "rounding up" is similar to not having an explicit say on the
"increase" suggested here. New studies show 1 in 6 kids are getting addicted to cannabis. With
new science and data, it is incumbent to make the necessary changes.
Links below:
https ://www.cdc.gov/marijuana/fact-sheets. htm
htmhttps://www.cdc.gov/marijuana/nas/adolescents.html
Adolescents and Young Adults
•Long-term cannabis use can have permanent effects on the developing brains of adolescents and
young adults.
•Studies have shown that if an adolescent uses cannabis before the age of 16 and for a prolonged
period, it can lead to a number of significant health problems.
•Teen cannabis users are more likely to become addicted to cannabis than people who start using
the drug when they are older.
•Cannabis use can negatively affect adolescents' and young adults' health and well-being, including
their school performance, education level, social lives, and future employment and income.
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If Brookline is to have more cannabis retail, it should comply with the original arguments: Tied to
the number of off-premise liquor licenses which is equivalent to 20%> of package liquor stores.
Approval must be obtained by ballot initiative open to all Town voters. As an example, if there are
99 liquor licenses in town, 20% of which totals 19.8 stores. The current by-law rounds the number
up to 20 stores (20 stores= 20.2%>) to ensure compliance with the 20%> threshold, which rounds
up to another license. This Warrant Article amends the language to round down, and the effect it
would have in this example is that the number of stores would become 19 and not 20. With many
different cannabis licenses, "rounding up" could give more licenses than Brookline voters care for
nor wanted when they voted in 2016.
Hence, the question will go on the ballot for voters to decide since in the last few years, the increase
in cannabis stores may have exceeded what voters originally had in mind when they voted in the
2016 election. Putting the question back on the ballot lets
voters have a choice in rounding down instead of rounding up. By keeping the language as it is in
Section 8.37.4, "rounding up" could mean adding extra cannabis licenses without thoughtfully
planning for it.
This warrant article aims to accomplish thoughtful planning of the number of different cannabis
licenses not merely rounding up which can collectively significantly increase the number of
different types of cannabis licenses.
Let the voters decide.
ARTICLE 9
Submitted by: Alok Somani, Susan Park TMM2
2.

At a summary level and very clearly, what is the intended policy goal of the
proposed Warrant Article?
The warrant article asks the Town Meeting to approve a Study Committee, that
represents a diversity of views, to carefully consider and articulate policy goals
and actions designed to achieve those goals with respect to the new recreational
marijuana industry.
The industry is new, and it has the potential to cause disproportionate damage to
our underaged and marginalized population and, according to the CDC, the
health consequences of long-term use are not yet known with certainty.

3.

What does the sponsor gain from a positive action by Town Meeting on the
article? (Is there a potential conflict of interest?)
There is no monetary gain or other conflict of interest.

4.

Describe with some specificity:
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

why is the proposed solution workable and effective?
what is the cost benefit of the proposed solution?
who will benefit and who might not benefit from the proposed action?
what are perceived to be the pros and cons both in the short and long term?
what research on the topic supports or does not support the proposed article?
what alternatives to the proposed action were considered?

a) The Town has successfully used a Moderator’s committee approach in the
past to consider and recommend action on specific topics. In this case, we are
advocating for a Study Committee that reports directly back to Town Meeting
and is not under the purview of the Moderator. If the committee has diverse
representation, this may ensure that the committee considers different views
that balance multiple interests such as pursuit of tax revenue, protection of
underaged populations, continued access to recreational marijuana for those
who are not underaged and community health.
b) Participants on the committee would be volunteers. There would be
representation from the Department of Health, but the mandate falls within the
scope of DoH activity, especially with respect to recreational marijuana.
c) The overall health of our community and our underaged populations may
benefit. There is no impact to current marijuana establishments in Brookline or
landlords. If the recommendations include limiting future licensing, then there
may be foregone tax revenue.
d) The pros of a diverse committee considering and articulating policy goals
with respect to the new recreational marijuana industry are 1) delivering on our
stated objective to be inclusive and consider diverse views, 2) through
discussion, a broader consensus in our community with respect to balancing
access to recreational marijuana, tax revenue, community health and protection
of those most disadvantaged 3) clear policy direction for our Select Board and
town administration to support decision making, and 4) reduced number of
future warrant articles because by-law and regulatory adjustments for new
license types will already have been considered and in place.
e) The warrant article proposes to consider and recommend policy goals and
actions designed to achieve those goals. The intent of the warrant article is to
ensure that multiple priorities such as lawful access to recreational marijuana,
community health, protection of our underaged population and other reasonable
concerns are balanced as a new industry is established and grows. There is
some research, here, here and here, that suggests that recreational marijuana is
stronger than in the past, has the potential to harm developing brains, and is
addictive.
f) The alternative considered was to submit a warrant article proposing bylaw
amendments that prohibit advertising, require data collection and analysis to
enable understanding of the effect on community health and a requirement to
add to the next ballot a vote to approve or reject social consumption cafes. The
current proposal is preferred to this alternative because the objective of the
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warrant article is to develop a broad-based consensus which hopefully will
result in a better community outcome than a debate and vote on a prescriptive
set of measures from one interest group.
5.

Describe with some specificity the potential adverse impact from a positive
action by Town Meeting on the article.
The Study Committee may be formed but undermined by the political tensions
that currently exist in this town between strong proponents of recreational
marijuana use and those advocating for a slow and careful approach.

6.

Describe the impact of the proposed action on the Town’s current Bylaws, fiveyear financial plan and capital improvement plan.
The impact will depend on the actual recommendations provided by the
committee.

7.

How does the proposed article and implementation impact the Town
administration and staff priorities?
The warrant article proposes that the Department of Health nominate a member.
Serving on the committee will require time that might represent an opportunity
cost. This is balanced by the recognition that monitoring community health and
helping to monitor and regulate marijuana establishments is within the
Department of Health’s stated remit.

8.

Who will be impacted by the proposed solution and has the sponsor involved
those participants?
The warrant article proposes that the Study Committee have seven voting
members, three appointed by the Moderator, one by the Select Board, one by
the Brookline Department of Health and Human Service, one by the Director of
the Office of Diversity, Inclusion and Community Relations and one by the
Advisory Council on Public Health. The petitioners have only consulted with
the Director of the Department of Health and Human Services. We do plan to
involve other participants once the warrant article is submitted.

9.

What steps and communication has the sponsor attempted to assure that
interested parties were notified and provided an opportunity to participate in the
preparation of the proposed article?
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The petitioners met via Zoom with Dr. Jett to discuss health risks to the
community and specifically to underaged populations posed by the newly
legalized recreational marijuana industry.
10.

Has Town Meeting previously considered any Warrant Articles that address the
same or similar topic? If so, what was the outcome and what is different about
the proposed article?
The town is implementing policy to license, monitor and tax recreational
marijuana. Previous warrant articles address local control as new licenses are
approved by the Cannabis Control Commission. And previous warrant articles
have established standing commissions to consider use of tax proceeds.
What is different about this warrant article is that it calls for a diverse
committee to consider establishing policy goals that balance access and taxation
with other community interests such as health and protecting those that are most
at risk.

ARTICLE 10
Submitted by: Select Board
Since early 2020 we have held three all-virtual town meetings, which have been legally authorized
under legislation that is due to expire late this year. Because of the convenience afforded to Town
Meeting Members by the ability to attend from home and other remote locations, attendance at
these meetings has averaged well over 90%, significantly greater than the norm for in-person
meetings. Remote attendance has been especially beneficial for those TMMs who have child-care
responsibilities and for those who, because of disabilities or other reasons, find it difficult to attend
town meetings in person. There is considerable interest in this cohort, and indeed generally among
TMMs, to have the ability to choose to attend future town meetings either in-person or remotely.
This will not be a legal alternative once the aforesaid legislation expires. Therefore, we have
prepared this article as a home rule petition seeking legislative validation of these so-called
“hybrid” town meetings in Brookline.
The proposed legislation would permit hybrid town meetings to be held at any time, subject to the
approval of the Select Board. All TMMs, whether present remotely or in-person, will be counted
towards a quorum, and only the Moderator, Town Clerk and certain members of the IT staff will
be required to be physically present at the meeting. Others may attend either in-person or, after
providing at least 48 hours’ written or electronic notice (for security and accountability purposes),
via the video conferencing system employed for the meeting. All participants will be required to
have substantially the same ability to identify and hear speakers, to have access to the content of
materials used or presented at the meeting, to request recognition by the moderator or make
motions and, for TMMs, to vote on all matters put to a vote. The home rule petition also provides
for TMMs who cannot access the video system to participate by conference telephone.
If this home rule petition is passed by Town Meeting and approved by the legislature, Brookline
will likely be the first Town to hold a hybrid town meeting. Many of us believe that this innovation
will become widely used in the Massachusetts town meeting form of government in the future and,
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once again, Brookline would have a leadership role in this development as it has in innovations
such as the representative town meeting and electronic voting in the past.
ARTICLE 11
Submitted by: Bonnie Bastien (TMM 5), Mike Toffel (TMM 8). Elizabeth Schafer (TMM 10),
Marissa Vogt (TMM 4), Jeffrey Benson (TMM 3), and Anne Weaver (TMM 11)
This resolution and home rule petition seek to lead Brookline to provide audiovisual accessibility
for all public body meetings subject to Open Meeting Law (OML), and to extend the option for
fully remote participation in such meetings, which would otherwise not be possible once
Massachusetts' emergency OML provisions expire.
SUMMARY
In particular, we are proposing:
(l) a resolution that asks the Town to acquire and install audiovisual equipment in municipal
conference and hearing rooms, and conduct relevant training to enable audiovisual remote
participation at all meetings subject to OML held by executive branch public bodies, the Advisory
Committee (AC), and the Committee on Town Organization and Structure (CTO&S)--as well as
all committees created pursuant to Town Meeting votes. The resolution asks the Town to complete
these tasks by November l, 2022, providing a year for implementation; and
(2 )a home rule petition seeking the State Legislature to exempt Brookline from the Massachusetts
OML clause that stipulates that public body meeting quorum requirements must be met by the
chair and other members attending in person. The home rule petition would make it legally
permissible--but not required--for meetings of public bodies to be conducted fully remotely, as has
occurred during the COVID emergency.
If Town Meeting passes the resolution and the Town enacts it and if Town Meeting passes the
home rule petition and the Massachusetts legislature enacts it, the Brookline public bodies listed
above would have discretion to decide which of its meetings would be hybrid and which would be
fully-remote, but limiting meetings to only in-person attendance would not be allowed.
RATIONALE
Massachusetts' emergency OML provisions have allowed public meetings to occur fully remotely
over the past 18 months, which has created never-before-seen access for residents to pa1ticipate
in Town government both as meeting attendees AND as members of a public body. Remote work
and virtual meetings at this scale have been an accessibility accommodation that the disability
community and organizations like the Boston Center for Independent Living have long been
calling for. Dianna Hu, chairperson of the Boston Center for Independent Living, called remote
participation "the latest manifestation of universal design." Universal design is the design and
composition ofan environment so that it can be accessed, understood and used to the greatest extent
possible by all people regardless of their age, size, ability, or disability. Examples of such
accessibility features include sidewalk curb cuts, elevators, and video closed captioning. We have
an opportunity to maintain the access created in the response to a crisis, and we should maintain
this critical civic tool after the pandemic subsides.
These articles set Brookline on the path toward removing access barriers to those most often
excluded from engaging in Town government, better enabling them--and all Town residents--to
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serve as public body members and to attend public body meetings. Those who especially benefit
include residents whose work requires inflexible hours, who work multiple jobs, who are parents
or caregivers who lack alternative care options, those who cannot drive or lack transit access,
people with health challenges, and people with disabilities. Policies created within our public
bodies can have a large impact on the people who are most excluded from participating in them.
The ability to attend meetings remotely has eliminated critical access barriers to a "seat at the
table" for the past 18 months. We must not return to an inequitable past as we move fo1ward after
the pandemic.
These articles strive to maintain the option for a public body to meet fully remotely, but leave the
decision to public bodies of whether and when to do so, or else to meet in-person while providing
access for some to participate remotely (that is, hybrid). When the public body chooses to meet
fully remotely, this would remove an in-person setting -- as we have experienced over the past 18
months. Though this option might cause concern for members and olher attendees who prefer to
attend meetings in person, that inconvenience is outweighed by the benefit of increasing access
for all residents. We expect that. public bodies would use their discretion of whether to meet in a
hybrid or fully-remote manner by making decisions on a case-by-case basis based on the needs of
their members and attendees--and the meeting's agenda items.
Researchers at Boston University studied public meeting participation in nearly 100 Massachusetts
municipalities during the first six months of the pandemic and found strong evidence that Zoom
meetings do not depress meeting turnout from older community members
(https://www.housing12olitics.com!res arch/online _meetings participation.pelf). They did not
find that remote meetings increased participation by underrepresented groups, but noted that
individuals in these groups were also disproportionately grappling with job losses, childcare
burdens, and other challenges during the study period. Additionally, their study included only
planning board and zoning board meetings, which are even less likely to be attended by renters
and other residents from underrepresented groups (Yoder 2020, American Political Science
Review, 114, 4, 1213-1229,
http:/istanford.edu/voderj/local1neetings.pdf).
These warrant articles maintain the spirit of the Open Meeting Law and improve on the OML to
account for today's technological capabilities. The pre-COVID OML requires an in-person
quorum, including the chair, for public meetings but explicitly carves out an exception for local
commissions on disability, recognizing the importance of remote participation to certain subsets
of the community. The OML states .that "(i)fa local commission on disability is authorized to
utilize remote participation. a physical quorum of that commission's members shalt not be required
to be present at the meeting location'' but that the commission chair or their representative must
still attend in person
(https:/imalegislature.govilawsigcneralla\vs/parti/tit!eiii/chapterJ0a/section20). Our collective
experience over the past 18 months shows that we have the technology needed to suspend the inperson quorum requirements for all public bodies, not just local commissions on disability, and
still run meetings efficiently and successfully.
To enable all who wish to attend meetings remotely (whether the meeting is fully-remote or
hybrid), the Town must remove any access barriers. For example, the public library already lends
laptops and hotspots and could increase their communications to ensure residents know about this
resource. Librarians ( or others) could train residents to use the audio-visual software necessary to
participate, such as Zoom. The Town should also engage with Brookline Interactive Group (BIG)
and other partners to facilitate remote participation.
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Ensuring all residents are fully able to access and participate in the public sphere--such as
requirements to provide curb cuts, elevators, and closedꞏ captioning--requires investment.
Ensuring remote access to public meetings is no different. It is fairly straightforward to extend the
optioi1 of holding remote-only meetings by maintaining Zoom accounts necessary to support that
option, as the Town has used since March 2020. In contrast, enabling hybrid meetings requires
_investment in in-room cameras, monitors, and projectors. Those public bodies that currently
benefit from staff support ( e.g., Select Board, Adviso1y Committee, and the Transportation
Board) could have those existing staff members activate and deactivate the technology, incurring
virtually no additional staff cost-beyond a few hours of initial technical training. For those public
bodies that do not currently benefit from staff support, Town staff or others would need to create
video training sessions for a member or a volunteer to activate and deactivate the technology. In
addition, an IT helpdesk might need to be staffed to provide immediate technical support if
problems arise.
The Select Board Hearing Room has audiovisual equipment already installed. The Office of the
Select Board provided cost estimates for the other hearing room and municipal conference rooms.
The audiovisual equipment and installation for the School Committee Hearing Room would cost
about $20,000. The cost to equip all 12 municipal conference rooms with audiovisual technology
is estimated to be up to $150,000 (including staff time), although it could be less depending on the
technology chosen for each room.
ARTICLE 12
Submitted by: Bonnie Bastien (TMM 5), Michael Toffel (TMM 8), Elizabeth Schafer (TMM I 0),
Marissa Vogt (TMM 4), Jeffrey Benson (TMM 3), and Anne Weaver (TMM 11)
This resolution and home rule petition seek to lead Brookline to provide audiovisual accessibility
for all public body meetings subject to Open Meeting Law (OML), and to extend the option for
fully remote participation in such meetings, which would otherwise not be possible once
Massachusetts’ emergency OML provisions expire.
SUMMARY
In particular, we are proposing:
(1) a resolution that asks the Town to acquire and install audiovisual equipment in municipal
conference and hearing rooms, and conduct relevant training to enable audiovisual remote
participation at all meetings subject to OML held by executive branch public bodies, the Advisory
Committee (AC), and the Committee on Town Organization and Structure (CTO&S)--as well as
all committees created pursuant to Town Meeting votes. The resolution asks the Town to complete
these tasks by November 1, 2022, providing a year for implementation; and
(2) a home rule petition seeking the State Legislature to exempt Brookline from the Massachusetts
OML clause that stipulates that public body meeting quorum requirements must be met by the
chair and other members attending in person. The home rule petition would make it legally
permissible--but not required--for meetings of public bodies to be conducted fully remotely, as
has occurred during the COVID emergency.
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If Town Meeting passes the resolution and the Town enacts it and if Town Meeting passes the
home rule petition and the Massachusetts legislature enacts it, the Brookline public bodies listed
above would have discretion to decide which of its meetings would be hybrid and which would be
fully-remote, but limiting meetings to only in-person attendance would not be allowed.
RATIONALE
Massachusetts’ emergency OML provisions have allowed public meetings to occur fully remotely
over the past 18 months, which has created never-before-seen access for residents to participate in
Town government both as meeting attendees AND as members of a public body. Remote work
and virtual meetings at this scale have been an accessibility accommodation that the disability
community and organizations like the Boston Center for Independent Living have long been
calling for. Dianna Hu, chairperson of the Boston Center for Independent Living, called remote
participation “the latest manifestation of universal design.” Universal design is the design and
composition of an environment so that it can be accessed, understood and used to the greatest
extent possible by all people regardless of their age, size, ability, or disability. Examples of such
accessibility features include sidewalk curb cuts, elevators, and video closed captioning. We have
an opportunity to maintain the access created in the response to a crisis, and we should maintain
this critical civic tool after the pandemic subsides.
These articles set Brookline on the path toward removing access barriers to those most often
excluded from engaging in Town government, better enabling them--and all Town residents--to
serve as public body members and to attend public body meetings. Those who especially benefit
include residents whose work requires inflexible hours, who work multiple jobs, who are parents
or caregivers who lack alternative care options, those who cannot drive or lack transit access,
people with health challenges, and people with disabilities. Policies created within our public
bodies can have a large impact on the people who are most excluded from participating in them.
The ability to attend meetings remotely has eliminated critical access barriers to a “seat at the
table” for the past 18 months. We must not return to an inequitable past as we move forward after
the pandemic.
These articles strive to maintain the option for a public body to meet fully remotely, but leave the
decision to public bodies of whether and when to do so, or else to meet in-person while providing
access for some to participate remotely (that is, hybrid). When the public body chooses to meet
fully remotely, this would remove an in-person setting -- as we have experienced over the past 18
months. Though this option might cause concern for members and other attendees who prefer to
attend meetings in person, that inconvenience is outweighed by the benefit of increasing access
for all residents. We expect that public bodies would use their discretion of whether to meet in a
hybrid or fully-remote manner by making decisions on a case-by-case basis based on the needs of
their members and attendees--and the meeting’s agenda items.
Researchers at Boston University studied public meeting participation in nearly 100 Massachusetts
municipalities during the first six months of the pandemic and found strong evidence that Zoom
meetings do not depress meeting turnout from older community members
(https://www.housingpolitics.com/research/online_meetings_participation.pdf). They did not find
that remote meetings increased participation by underrepresented groups, but noted that
individuals in these groups were also disproportionately grappling with job losses, childcare
burdens, and other challenges during the study period. Additionally, their study included only
planning board and zoning board meetings, which are even less likely to be attended by renters
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and other residents from underrepresented groups (Yoder 2020, American Political Science
Review, 114, 4, 1213–1229, http://stanford.edu/~yoderj/localmeetings.pdf).
These warrant articles maintain the spirit of the Open Meeting Law and improve on the OML to
account for today’s technological capabilities. The pre-COVID OML requires an in-person
quorum, including the chair, for public meetings but explicitly carves out an exception for local
commissions on disability, recognizing the importance of remote participation to certain subsets
of the community. The OML states that “(i)f a local commission on disability is authorized to
utilize remote participation, a physical quorum of that commission's members shall not be required
to be present at the meeting location” but that the commission chair or their representative must
still
attend
in
person
(https://malegislature.gov/laws/generallaws/parti/titleiii/chapter30a/section20). Our collective
experience over the past 18 months shows that we have the technology needed to suspend the inperson quorum requirements for all public bodies, not just local commissions on disability, and
still run meetings efficiently and successfully.
To enable all who wish to attend meetings remotely (whether the meeting is fully-remote or
hybrid), the Town must remove any access barriers. For example, the public library already lends
laptops and hotspots and could increase their communications to ensure residents know about this
resource. Librarians (or others) could train residents to use the audio-visual software necessary to
participate, such as Zoom.The Town should also engage with Brookline Interactive Group (BIG)
and other partners to facilitate remote participation.
Ensuring all residents are fully able to access and participate in the public sphere--such as
requirements to provide curb cuts, elevators, and closed captioning--requires investment. Ensuring
remote access to public meetings is no different. It is fairly straightforward to extend the option of
holding remote-only meetings by maintaining Zoom accounts necessary to support that option, as
the Town has used since March 2020. In contrast, enabling hybrid meetings requires investment
in in-room cameras, monitors, and projectors. Those public bodies that currently benefit from staff
support (e.g., Select Board, Advisory Committee, and the Transportation Board) could have those
existing staff members activate and deactivate the technology, incurring virtually no additional
staff cost —beyond a few hours of initial technical training. For those public bodies that do not
currently benefit from staff support, Town staff or others would need to create video training
sessions for a member or a volunteer to activate and deactivate the technology. In addition, an IT
helpdesk might need to be staffed to provide immediate technical support if problems arise.
The Select Board Hearing Room has audiovisual equipment already installed. The Office of the
Select Board provided cost estimates for the other hearing room and municipal conference rooms.
The audiovisual equipment and installation for the School Committee Hearing Room would cost
about $20,000. The cost to equip all 12 municipal conference rooms with audiovisual technology
is estimated to be up to $150,000 (including staff time), although it could be less depending on the
technology chosen for each room.
ARTICLE 13
Submitted by: Mike Toffel, TMM 8
The Town of Brookline is governed in a highly participatory manner, including more than 80 public
bodies that are subject to Open Meeting Law (OML) requirements. OML provisions require some
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transparency, but does not require votes be documented via roll call. As such, there are many instances
where the only way to know how each member voted, is to attend the meeting live or, for the subset
that are video recorded, to watch the recording. This results in poor transparency and accountability,
and can be easily remedied by requiring votes to be conducted via roll call and be documented. This
article seeks to require this of public bodies focused on executive branch activities, as well as CTOS
and Moderator’s Committees (which are appointed by the Moderator), and excepts votes when
approving minutes and, at the Chair’s discretion, other administrative matters. Examples of the latter
might include, for example, votes on scheduling future meetings or adjournment.
The article does not address Town Meeting, where roll call votes can be called for via procedures
documented elsewhere. It also does not address the Advisory Committee, which takes many
preliminary votes, which in some cases results in reversals (which can be confusing to those not
observing the meeting), is an unusually large committee (and thus roll call votes can meaningfully
lengthen meetings) and is already required by bylaw to document roll call votes for all of its
recommendations to Town Meeting.
The rationale for this article is based on the principles of transparency and accountability:




The public has a right to know how the members of the town’s public bodies vote on all nonadministrative matters, and should not be required to attend meetings or watch videos to obtain
this information. Requiring roll-call votes of nearly all public bodies is also important because
some of their members are also involved in outside advocacy groups.
Knowing the votes of public body members can provide additional contextual information that
can be valuable to those appointing these members (e.g., Select Board members and the
Moderator), and to the public who votes for those making these appointments.

This article does not provide an exemption for unanimous votes because relying on attendance records
as a substitute for roll call vote document is imperfect: because members arriving late or leaving early
might miss votes, and lead attendance records to be incomplete.
This article has been drafted in a parsimonious manner, suggesting the addition of merely three
sentences.
There is no cost to implementing this recommendation, as minutes are already required to be taken and
posted for all meetings subject to Open Meeting Law.

ARTICLE 14
Submitted by: Jonathan Davis, Town Meeting Member, Precinct 10
This is a good government Article. It is intended to promote the value of governmental
transparency.
In the Spring an advocacy group publicized itself to Town Meeting members and identified two
of its leading members as also being members of EDAB. The group also adopted for itself a
slogan EDAB has been using for years. The publicizing traded on the reputation of EDAB.
Also, it implied that the group has influence within EDAB.
This has raised the following generalized and natural questions: If an EDAB member, appointed
by the Select Board, also belongs to a private group and the group lobbies EDAB to take a
position on something, has the EDAB member already made up his or her mind, by virtue of
15

membership in the lobbying group, before EDAB deliberates and votes? How independent is the
EDAB member from the lobbying group? How independent is EDAB from the lobbying group?
By analogy, if a judge belongs to a law firm that’s arguing a case before her, it’s reasonable to be
concerned. If members of a government committee also belong to an organization that is
lobbying the committee for or against a particular decision, it’s reasonable to be concerned.
This Article requires EDAB members who are members of or who otherwise belong to a private
organization or group which makes a recommendation to EDAB that relates, directly or
indirectly (pro, con or mixed), to something EDAB will vote upon, to inform the chair or acting
chair of EDAB of the EDAB member’s membership in or otherwise belonging to the private
organization or group; for EDAB’s minutes to state how each EDAB member voted on the
question; to identify which EDAB voting members are also members of or otherwise belong to
the private organization or group that made the recommendation; and to state whether an EDAB
member’s vote is consistent or not consistent with the recommendation of the private
organization or group.
The purpose is to see if, over time, data emerges that enables the public to determine if a
lobbying group has inside influence due to overlapping membership.
This Article does not prohibit EDAB members from belonging to any private organization or
group that makes a recommendation to EDAB.
Also, the Article does not recuse EDAB members who belong to a private organization or group
from voting on a matter that the private organization or group has lobbied EDAB about.
Also, the Article does not punish EDAB, unless one thinks that providing the public with
previously unavailable or hard to acquire information is a punishment.
However, this Article does call for transparency and sunlight, which are strong Brookline values.
The petitioner also hopes that this Article may encourage other Town boards and committees to
voluntarily adopt similar or even stronger rules of transparency.
ARTICLE 15
Submitted by: Chi Chi Wu, Town Meeting Member Pct.7 (Corresponding petitioner); Raul
Fernandez, Vice Chair, Select Board; Mariah Nobrega, Town Meeting Member Pct.4 and Member,
School Committee; Brookline Asian American Family Network
According to 2019 American Community Survey data from the U.S. Census Bureau, nearly 30%
of Brookline residents are foreign-born. An estimated 5,661 Brookline residents or about 10% of
the population speak English “less than very well”, i.e., are limited English proficient (LEP).
These include over 3,400 residents who primarily speak an Asian language (over 6% of residents)
and nearly 1,200 who speak an Indo-European language (about 2% of residents). An additional
estimated 7% of Brookline residents have a disability, some of which affect their ability to
communicate. (U.S. Census Bureau, Selected Social Characteristics in the United States: Table
DP02 Brookline town, Norfolk County, Massachusetts)
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Federal law imposes an obligation on recipients of federal funding to take reasonable steps to make
their programs, services, and activities accessible by eligible persons with limited English
proficiency. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 states that “No person in the United States
shall on the ground of race, color or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
financial assistance.” This has been interpreted to include discrimination based on an individual’s
ability to speak and/or understand English, including by federal Executive Order 13166 which
requires federal agencies to ensure that recipients of federal funding conduct a four-factor analysis,
develop a language access plan, and provide appropriate language assistance.
Department of Justice regulations implementing Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act
require public entities to take appropriate steps to ensure that communications with persons with
disabilities are as effective as communications with others. It also requires public entities to
provide appropriate auxiliary aids and services where necessary to afford individuals with
disabilities an equal opportunity to participate in, and enjoy the benefits of, a service, program, or
activity.
The Town of Brookline will be receiving $32 million in federal funding under the American
Rescue Plan, which will be used to create a host of programs and services. The Town has received
other federal funds in the past, which have implicated the need to provide language access services.
This receipt of ARP funds creates heightened necessity and a unique opportunity for the town to
comply with its obligations and to provide language access services to LEP residents, residents
with disabilities, or residents affected by both.
The draft report of the Disparity Study being conducted by the Office of Diversity, Inclusion and
Community Relations, to be finalized in the Fall 2021, has identified language access as a disparity.
The Town does not have a language access policy. The proposed Article is designed to fulfill the
Town’s obligations under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, Executive Order 13166 and the
Americans with Disabilities Act.
The estimated additional cost of the proposed Article is approximately $200,000 per year. This
includes $80,000 in salary and benefits for a new position of Language Access Coordinator and
$120,000 for interpretation and translation services for public-facing Town Departments. The
estimate for translation services is based on the $120,000 per year that was respectively spent and
budgeted by the Public Schools of Brookline for 2020-21 and 2021-2022 for such services.
ARTICLE 16
Submitted by: David Gacioch, TMM-13, Andy Fischer, TMM-13
This warrant article seeks to appropriate, borrow, or transfer from available funds to extend the
previously-approved budget for the Driscoll School reconstruction to include a fossil-fuel-free
Ground-Source Heat Pump system-the most energy-efficient and sustainable available HVAC
option for this new public building which is expected to serve Brookline for the next 50-100 years.
The original Driscoll School replacement project that Town Meeting and voters approved in 2019
was specified to include a ground-source heat pump HVAC system-in keeping with Brookline's
commitment to reducing carbon footprint and emissions as quickly and as significantly as we can.
Unfortunately, when contractor bids came in for the project, they were higher than expected and
required "value engineering" of the design to land within budget-which painfully included
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replacement of the intended ground-source heat pump system with a less efficient air-sourced
system.
The Town now has the opportunity to reverse that decision if we are willing to make the additional
investment in sustainability. And, given the credits available to the Town based on purchase of
ground-source system, combined with the projected savings in annual energy consumption and
costs, it is anticipated that this additional capital investment now will actually save the Town
enough annual operating expenses to fully pay for itself over a 20-30-year time period--or perhaps
even less.
ARTICLE 17
Submitted by: Paul Hsieh and Douglas Plante
Like many in this town, we have long heard that this country has an impending waste
management crisis. Everyone above a certain age will remember the saga of the Long Island
"Garbage Barge." More recently, we are learning how different strategies in waste management
interact with global climate change. Yet, it has been hard to believe that an individual or a town
could do anything more than make a symbolic gesture.
Therefore, we were excited to read the draft of the "Town of Brookline Zero Waste Framework"
prepared by DPW and SWAC. We felt proud that our town was preparing to join cities around
the world in pledging to reduce use of landfill and incineration by 50% by 2030. The framework
and the concrete steps it outlined gave us hope that we can and will take meaningful action.
Reading the Framework more carefully we couldn't help but notice Composting. We learn that:


Composting practices are well understood,



Composting does not result in any toxic or environmentally damaging products, only
compost which can be used to fertilize and improve soil,



A significant fraction of Brookline's waste stream is compostable organic matter. The
town's incineration contractor, Covanta SEMASS, estimates that about 25% of the waste
they receive could have been composted. Cambridge estimates that 40% of their waste
could be composted. Cornell School of Agriculture estimates upwards of 70% of
household waste is compostable,



Composting is practical. Brookline composts all yard waste, and 10% of the households
segregate compostable waste and pay to have it composted,



Composting is the most efficient form of recycling. All compostable waste is converted
to usable compost.

We are asking the Town to make a real commitment to the "Zero Waste" pledge. We are asking
SWAC to reduce its timeline for developing a town-wide composting plan to one year. When it
comes to composting, our town possesses practical experience, community interest, proven
technology, and data that such a plan will get us at least half way to our goal. We can reach our
goals by 2030 and we should take our first steps now.
Thank you.
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ARTICLE 18
Submitted by: Ira Krepchin, TMM15
Concrete does not get a lot of attention in the fight against global warming—solar power, wind
turbines, electric vehicles, and minisplit heat pumps get all the headlines—and deservedly so.
But concrete is second only to water as the most commonly used material in the world, and as
such it contributes as much as 10% of the CO2 filling up our atmosphere.
Where does the CO2 in concrete come from
Concrete consists of cement, aggregates (typically sand and gravel), and water. Producers may
also include additives that determine the properties of the finished product. Cement, typically
Portland Cement, is the major culprit in creating greenhouse gases (CO2). It is made by heating a
combination of limestone and clay to a high temperature (~1450 deg C) in a kiln to form what
the industry calls “clinker”. The clinker is crushed and mixed with additives such as gypsum to
form cement. The kiln is typically powered by fossil fuels, accounting for about 40% of
embodied CO2 in concrete. But more than half of embodied CO2 comes from the chemical
reaction (calcination) that takes place, which releases large amounts of CO2. About 10% comes
1
from mining and transport.
How is embodied carbon reduced?
Some approaches to carbon reduction are commercially available, while others are emerging that
have the potential to make concrete carbon neutral or even a net carbon sink in the future.
Commercially available approaches include steps that producers have taken to improve the
thermal and electrical efficiency in their operations, and to use low-carbon fuels in their cement
kilns. (eg replacing coal with biomass; or waste fuels such as shredded tires; which would
2
otherwise be incinerated or put into landfills) At the end of the product life cycle, concrete from
demolition can be used to produce recycled aggregates to be used in new concrete
3
4
manufacturing. The transport infrastructure of concrete can also be decarbonized.
The cement industry is also marketing a lower CO2 cement — Portland-limestone cement , a
blend that adds extra limestone to the mix, lowering the amount of cement used in concrete and
reducing its CO2 footprint by about 10%. In addition, Lehigh Cement of Canada produces
concrete mixtures that incorporate EcoCemPLC which reduces the CO2 emissions by as much as
5
10%.
Another approach currently in use is to reduce the amount of clinker used by substituting other
materials—the clinker-to-cement ratio can reportedly be reduced by up to around 60% without
6
sacrificing key cement or concrete properties. Fly ash and furnace slag have been common
options, but scarcity of materials (eg less coal burned means less fly ash available) can make this
1

Q&A: Why cement emissions matter for climate change | Carbon Brief
Climate works
3
Concrete > Mission Possible Partnership
4
A net-zero world needs zero-carbon concrete. Here's how to do it | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
2

5
6

Low Carbon Concrete — Starting from the Ground Up | CleanTechnica
Climate works
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a challenging approach in some areas. Alternatives are emerging that could increase the use of
substitute materials. For example, a new plant in Connecticut is using recycled glass that can be
used to replace up to half of the clinker content in Portland Cement. The supplier hopes to
7
qualify for incentives under consideration by the New York State legislature.
Other emerging technologies fall into the category of carbon capture and sequestration, or more
recently, capture and use. For example CarbonCure Technologies developed a process that
removes CO2 from the production of cement and injects it into concrete during the mixing phase.
The resulting concrete is stronger and has so far provided a net carbon reduction of about 5 to
8
7%. The company estimates that it has sent over a million truckloads of its product to
construction sites, according to a recent New York Times article—while keeping almost 100,000
9
metric tons of CO2 out of the atmosphere. NRDC reports that the company’s technology is now
10
deployed in nearly 400 concrete plants in North America and globally.
In another example, Solidia Technologies has developed a cement formula that can be fired at
lower temperatures, cutting fossil fuel emissions by a third. Waste CO2 from other processes is
then injected into the concrete mix as in the CarbonCure approach, reportedly achieving carbon
11
reductions of up to 70%. The CO2 injection also replaces a lot of the water that is used in
concrete production.
The challenge will be to scale up these technologies at a reasonable cost.
Researchers are also looking at ways to broaden recycling options. For example, the ReCreate
project in northern Europe, explores ways to remove concrete elements from condemned
12
buildings, without damage, for use in new buildings.
Other companies working to reduce embedded carbon in concrete include: Blue Planet,
CarbiCrete, U.S. Concrete, and Biomason
But even using just available technologies can have a big impact. For example, one analysis
estimates that switching to a cement that’s even 10% to 15% less carbon intensive than
conventional, just for the highway and bridge modernization parts of a Biden infrastructure plan,
13
would cut emissions by the equivalent of taking 500,000 to 750,000 cars off the road for a year.
What are the barriers to widespread use

7

Low-Embodied-Carbon Concrete Options Set to Benefit from Proposed New York Law | 2020-12-17 | Engineering
News-Record (enr.com)
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New York State Embodied Carbon Concrete Leadership Act (environmentalleader.com)
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With Carbon Capture, Concrete Could One Day Be A Carbon Sink | NRDC
Rolling Stone article; The future with lower carbon concrete | New Scientist
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Major international project launched to develop solutions for reusing precast concrete elements in new
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Concrete Still a Barrier to Climate-Friendly Infrastructure Plan (bloomberglaw.com)
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The industry must leap several hurdles for low-carbon concrete to become widely used,
14
including:
--Safety concerns regarding the use of new approaches—new materials must go through strict
long-term testing before they are accepted by the construction industries
--New methods of specifying concrete would need to be developed—performance specs that
spell out strength, dry time and other parameters would replace the current use of prescriptive
standards that call for specific content
--producers would face added costs for materials and equipment
What are other jurisdictions doing?
Governments are playing a role in getting more low-carbon concrete into the market. The
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) has identified green procurement initiatives as a
way to use the purchasing power of the government to build markets for low-carbon industrial
15
products like concrete, and help to develop market-wide standards. In Germany, Bidders for
public contracts are required to evaluate carbon emissions as well as other environmental
16
impacts of primary building materials used in a project. In the US, national infrastructure
proposals have not addressed concrete, but several states and municipalites are active in that
area. Marin County, Calif., adopted a building code that specifically requires limited carbon
emissions from concrete, as opposed to providing incentives for that measure. In Seattle, the
city’s Green Building Standard offers expedited permitting for projects that meet embodied
17
carbon criteria.
In New York a bill to establish guidelines requiring the procurement of low-carbon concrete for
state projects and set up a stakeholder advisory group to consider how to create incentives for
green concrete production has passed both houses of the legislature. The bill also calls for
consideration of developing performance-based standards as opposed to requiring that a
18
structural material be produced using a specified manufacturing process.
In New Jersey, the legislature passed a bill that would provide tax incentives to builders that use
low-carbon concrete. It would also require that builders offer concrete products that use “carbon
footprint-reducing technology” as an option in new construction. It also requires the
Commissioner of Community Affairs to publish educational materials concerning unit concrete
products that utilize carbon footprint-reducing technology, and provide developers with
19
information concerning the tax incentives established in the bill.
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In California, legislators are working on a bill that would call for the California Air Resources
Board to develop a strategy to cut greenhouse gases from the cement and concrete industries by
20
40% by 2030, and to reach carbon neutrality no later than 2045.
Financial impact
The cost premium for low carbon cement will vary with the application the degree of carbon
reduction, and the approach used to achieve that reduction. The most expensive products can be
twice the price of conventional cement according to one analyst. But NRDC predicts that the
21
market will grow as the techniques are scaled up, and prices will drop. Annecdotal evidence
shows that it is possible to achieve significant carbon reductions with little cost increment. For
example, Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) describes a case where a 200,000 sq ft office building
of concrete and steel, reduced embodied carbon by 46% with less than a 0.5% cost premium.
Concrete accounted for 32% of that reduction through the purchase of concrete with lower
22
cement content and allowing longer time to strengthen.
A report from MIT’s Concrete Sustainability discusses options if the lowest impact product also
possesses the highest cost? “A common solution is to set an environmental impact threshold for
products; the lowest cost vendor whose product is below the threshold is chosen. Selecting the
thresholds can be difficult because they need to be based on functionally equivalent product
categories, which can be challenging for concrete mixtures.” The report also notest that some
states have taken more nuanced approaches. The proposal in New York state, for instance,
allows the selection of concrete with up to a 15% higher cost if that concrete utilizes captured
23
carbon.”
Concrete in Brookline
The Town uses concrete for a variety of purposes. Brookline maintains 149 miles of sidewalk
and 2111 curb ramps, of which 115 miles of sidewalk and 1950 curb ramps are made of
concrete. The spec for sidewalk concrete is prescriptive, spelling out the contents of the concrete.
24 The Town has also prepared a bid document for work on the Larz Anderson Park Lagoon
Structure project which calls for several types of concrete and specifies compliance with specific
American Concrete Institute standards.25
For the 3-year period June 1, 2021 through May 31, 2024 the Town has issued a request for bids
for four different types of ready mixed concrete. The total quantity called for, 1320 cubic yards,
(CY) represents an estimate of the Town’s expected needs. Converting CY to tons and using a
20
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rough estimate that producing 1 ton of concrete releases 1 ton of CO2 into the atmosphere, we
find that Brookline’s use of concrete over a three year period releases about 2700 tons of CO2.
Using the Environmental Protection Agency’s equivalence calculator, we can estimate that
quantity is equal to the amount of CO2 released by 533 passenger cars driving for a year.26 A ten
percent decrease would be the equivalent of taking more than 50 cars off the road for a year.
___________________

ARTICLE 19
Submitted by: Jonathan Davis, Town Meeting Member, Precinct 10
This is a housekeeping petition.
Bylaw Article 8.29 (consisting of eight Sections) was enacted by Town Meeting in the May 2010
regular Town Meeting. It was introduced as Article 12, and the main motion was an amendment
by the Select Board, which was supported by the original petitioners and by the Advisory
Committee.
Bylaw Article 8.29 was intended to give the police department a tool to control noisy and
disruptive behavior, particularly at night and from parties inside apartments, that had been
bothering neighborhoods near Boston University.
It’s now more than eleven years since Article 8.29 was enacted and, not surprisingly, Article 29
has become somewhat out of date. It has become somewhat out of date because the Bylaw only
applies when there is a “residence or other private property, place, or location” [in the Bylaw called
a “Premises”]; and there is “a legal owner of record of a Premises as listed by the tax assessor’s
records”.
Fast forward to 2021 and trying to emerge from the pandemic. The Town is permitting restaurants,
bars and other businesses to occupy outdoor sidewalk and outdoor curbside roadway space. When
that happens there is no “private property” in the sense of privately owned real estate, and there is
no “legal owner of record … listed on the tax assessor’s records” because the real property is the
sidewalk or roadway, both of which are “public ways” and owned by the Town.
As a result, if there should be a rowdy, loud or otherwise disruptive situation occurring at one of
these outdoor venues – particularly late at night – the police do not have the same tool to address
the situation, and act upon residents’ complaints, as the police currently have if the same behavior
were occurring inside a privately owned apartment or house. A foretaste of this occurred the night
of Saturday May 22nd until after 2 AM Sunday May 23rd when there was a loud outdoor gathering
at Hamilton’s curbside venue that elicited many complaints to the police from residents. The noise
could be heard more than 1 and ½ football field-lengths from the partying.
The petitioned Article would address this new and inadvertent loophole by extending the reach of
Article 8.29 to areas of the public way that the Town permits for business or commercial use,
putting them on a par with privately owned real property (and particularly privately owned real
property that is indoors). In doing this the petitioned Article leaves most of Bylaw Article 8.29
untouched.
26
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Without this amendment residents disturbed by such disruptive outdoor gatherings may challenge
renewal or extension of the business or commercial enterprise’s public way permit, but that may
be weeks or months later, and it will not abate the nuisance as it is happening; also, challenging
renewal or extension of the permit may be overkill when all that is necessary is to give the police
the tool to visit and talk to the manager of the permitted business or commercial enterprise while
the nuisance is occurring,
(In addition to the substantive changes proposed by the Warrant Article, the Warrant Article also
corrects two small typographic errors and one gendered noun).
ARTICLE 20
Submitted by: Preservation Commission
At its meeting on Feburary 23rd, 2021, the Preservation Commission voted to act as the Study
Committee for a Local Historic District in Green Hill, to address the demolition stays imposed in
December of 2020 for the nationally significant properties at 25 Cottage Street and 222 Warren
Street. At a meeting on March 2nd, the focus for the district was clarified as the Study Committee
voted to pursue a thematic Olmsted/Richardson LHD in the neighborhood. This district includes
properties at 25 Cottage Street, numbers 16, 99 & 222 Warren Street, as well as the marker for HH
Richardson’s grave, located in Walnut Hills Cemetery.
A preliminary study report was prepared by the Study Committee in collaboration with subject
experts, describing the historical, architectural, and cultural significance of the life and works of
HH Richardson and Frederick Law Olmsted. As the report notes, it has been said that Brookline
in the 19th century was to American architecture and landscape architecture what Concord in the
19th century was to American literature and philosophy. In one small neighborhood in Brookline
are found the residences of two of America’s most influential 19th century practitioners of
architecture and landscape architecture: Henry Hobson Richardson and Frederick Law Olmsted,
as well as Olmsted’s two sons.
The proximity of the Frederick Law Olmsted National Historic Site at 99 Warren Street and the
well-documented personal and professional relationship between Olmsted and Richardson resulted
in the Commission’s decision to explore the creation of an LHD based on the importance of these
two seminal figures in their professions as well as their symbiotic relationship. Consistent with
some other LHDs in the Commonwealth, the Olmsted-Richardson LHD is organized thematically
rather than geographically, based on the work, people, and places associated with Olmsted,
Richardson, and their firms.
On July 14th, the Preservation Commission held a hearing, voting to submit the Study Report to
the Massachusetts Historical Commission & Planning Board. The Study Report was accepted by
the Massachusetts Historical Commission on August 17th. A public hearing will be held on or
after October 16th as per M.G.L. Chapter 40C, after which time the final study report will be
completed and reviewed for acceptance.
Under Article 5.6, Preservation Commission and Historic Districts By-law of the Town By-laws,
any proposed local historic district must be approved by a 2/3 vote of Town Meeting. The
Preservation Commission intends to vote to submit a warrant article to Fall 2021 Town Meeting
at its meeting on August 25th. There are currently eight local historic districts in Brookline:
Cottage Farm, established in 1979; Pill Hill, established in 1983; Graffam-McKay established in
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2004; Harvard Avenue established in 2005; and Chestnut Hill North established in 2005; Lawrence
established in 2011; Wild-Sargent established in 2012; and Crowninshield established in 2015.
ARTICLE 21
Submitted by: Planning and Community Development Department
Background
Article 7 of the Fall 2020 Town Meeting amended Section 4.08 (Affordable Housing
Requirements) of the Zoning By-law to reduce the threshold of residential projects that trigger the
Affordable Housing Requirements of that Section from six units to four units. While the language
of Section 4.08 was correctly amended, the Article did not update the language of Use #6 in Section
4.07 (Table of Use Regulations). Use #6 currently states that “Compliance with § 4.08 required if
containing 6 or more dwelling units” and needs to be updated to reflect the change made by Article
7, with the number six deleted and four added.
Purpose and Effect
The proposed amendment to the Zoning By-law will have no effect other than to correct an
inconsistency in the By-law created as part of a recent amendment from Fall 2020 Town Meeting
(see above).
ARTICLE 22
Submitted by: Petra Bignami (TMM P12)*, Janice S. Kahn (TMM P15)*, Alexandra Metral
(TMM P1) and Sharon Schoffman (TMM P14)
*indicates primary petitioners
The Newton City Councilors recently enacted an ordinance regulating the siting of gun stores in
the City. The media coverage of the public debates in Newton has led to similar discussions in
surrounding communities, such as Wellesley. Brookline regulates many retail uses, including
package stores, tobacco and marijuana. This warrant article seeks to regulate firearm business
uses, in Brookline by adding a new use regulation, “Firearm Business Uses” to the Town’s Zoning
By-Laws.
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ARTICLE 23
Submitted by: Michael Zoorob, Lisa Cunningham, Scott Englander, Jesse Gray, Ben Hellerstein,
Jonathan Klein
Lead Petitioner: Michael Zoorob
This Warrant Article makes several modifications to the zoning by-law relative to parking space
quotas for residential uses. First, and most significantly, it eliminates parking minimums for
residential uses in the Transit Parking Overlay District (TPOD; see Figure 1 at the top of the next
page) except that residential developments containing at least 15 units will be required to provide
handicap accessible parking spaces equal to 5% of units. Second, it allows the Zoning Board of
Appeals to reduce the required number of parking spaces for residential uses if less parking is not
detrimental to the neighborhood and facilitates the provision of one or more amenities (e.g.
greater open space). Third, it eliminates residential parking space minimums for Brookline
Housing Authority developments and other 100% affordable housing projects. Fourth, it
eliminates an unenforceable provision imposing doubled parking requirements for housing
occupied by non-related individuals. Fifth, it adds “SC” (single-family, with conversions to twofamily) and “T” districts (two-family) to an existing provision in the zoning by-law allowing the
ZBA to reduce (or, as proposed, eliminate) the parking space requirement when an existing
building is converted to allow additional units.27 Sixth, it amends an existing provision allowing
the ZBA to reduce by special permit the required parking spaces for affordable and senior
housing by allowing reductions up to 100% (from 80%).
This Article is intended to align Brookline’s parking policies with our stated values around land
use, transportation, and climate as affirmed by three resolutions adopted by Town Meeting:
1. 2019 STM Warrant Article 31: Town Meeting resolved to “Align our planning and
zoning regulations with our historical streetcar-, biking-, and walking-centric (less
automobile-dependent) development pattern.”
2. 2020 STM Warrant Article 34: Town Meeting resolved “To Support Brookline’s Zero
Emissions goal by developing zoning strategies that maximize Brookline’s public
transportation usage and minimize the need for car trips.”
3. 2021 ATM Warrant Article 37: Town Meeting declared a “Climate Emergency” calling
for “an emergency response at emergency speed” to combat climate change.
At the 2016 STM, Town Meeting created the Transportation Parking Overlay District (TPOD)
comprising parcels within half a mile of a Green Line stop. Parcels in the TPOD were given
somewhat reduced parking requirements for residential uses: 1 space per studio, 1.4 spaces per 1bedroom apartment, and 2 spaces for units with two or more bedrooms (this compares with 2 to
2.3 parking spaces per housing unit elsewhere). At the 2019 STM, Town Meeting removed all
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Provisions 4 and 5 are largely copied from the 2010 STM’s WA 10 petitioned by Linda Olson Pehlke (TMM-P2).
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required car parking and established parking maximums within the TPOD for most business
types.
FIGURE 1: THE TRANSIT PARKING OVERLAY DISTRICT (SHADED GRAY)

The TPOD has several high frequency bus routes, numerous bike lanes, and significant walking
access to amenities such as grocery stores, restaurants, religious institutions, universities, and
jobs. According to the American Community Survey 2013-2018 estimate, about 25% of
households in the TPOD do not own a car and 70% of households in the TPOD live in
households with 1 or fewer cars.28 About 66% of TPOD households commute without a car,
compared to just 15% nationwide. Yet our current residential parking minimums in the TPOD
exceed those in the city of Houston.29
Our current approach to parking neither reflects the history of our Town nor its vision of a
sustainable future. For most of this Town’s history—from its incorporation as a separate
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These numbers come from the 10 Census Tracts (Norfolk County 4001-4010) falling entirely or primarily within
the TPOD. Brookline comprises these 10 Census Tracts in the TPOD and two others (4011 and 4012) in South
Brookline, outside of the TPOD, where vehicle ownership and car commuting are more prevalent.
29
Houston requires 1.66 parking spaces per two-bedroom apartment and has no residential parking minimums in
three central neighborhoods: Downtown, East Downtown, and Midtown. Scherer, Jasper. “Houston may ease
parking requirements in parts of EaDo, Midtown.” Houston Chronicle. July 16, 2019.
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municipality in 1705 until 1941—there was no requirement that housing provide off-street
automobile parking.30 If Brookline started over with today’s parking minimums—the product of
increases in 1962, 1977, 1987, and 2000—we would not get our vibrant, walkable
neighborhoods like Coolidge Corner and Washington Square because so-many defining
residential and mixed-use buildings could no longer be built: they do not have any or enough
parking.31 Our neighborhoods enjoy long, uninterrupted sidewalks, greenspace, and compact
walkable mixed-use commercial districts precisely because they lack the asphalt, driveways, and
sprawl caused by the parking requirements of our current zoning. We have the Brookline we love
because substantial planning and design predated the dominance of the automobile.
Zoning shapes the future of our Town by molding the construction that will be part of Brookline
for the next 100 years. Our Town has committed again and again to climate change mitigation
and sustainable living. In November 2019, Town Meeting passed Warrant Article 21 prohibiting
the installation of new fossil fuel infrastructure for heating, yet our current parking minimums
require fossil fuel infrastructure even in our most transit-rich, walkable, and bikeable
neighborhoods (the average car in the US emits 4.6 metric tons of carbon dioxide per year,
according to the Environmental Protection Association).32 In the 2019 STM, Town Meeting also
passed Article 31, which enshrined our commitment to transportation of people, rather than
automobiles, urging that, by 2050, only 25 percent of trips in Brookline would be made by
single-occupant or single-passenger cars or trucks. Requiring a parking space for every studio
apartment and two parking spaces for every two-bedroom residence in our transit-rich, walkable,
and bikeable neighborhoods is not consistent with this goal. A growing body of scholarly
research suggests that “when cities require parking with residential development, they increase
vehicle ownership and use,” and these effects are more pronounced for housing near public
transit.33 There is evidence that the availability of parking directly impacts car ownership and
driving; in San Francisco, residents randomly assigned by a housing lottery to a building with
off-street parking were twice as likely to own a vehicle as residents assigned to a building
without off-street parking.34
Eliminating residential parking minimums in the TPOD is not a radical proposition. Professional
groups, including the American Planning Association and Greater Boston’s Metropolitan Area
Planning Council, have advocated for eliminating off-street residential parking minimums, as did

30

Bolton, Craig. “Vehicle Parking in Brookline.” https://www.brooklinema.gov/DocumentCenter/View/2348/2000Vehicle-Parking-in-Brookline-by-Craig-Bolon?bidId=
31
Writing before the most recent increase in parking space quotas, Bolton (2000) noted that “Few buildings from
before 1987 have the amounts of parking now considered necessary.”
32
https://www.epa.gov/greenvehicles/greenhouse-gas-emissions-typical-passenger-vehicle
33
Manville, Michael. 2017. “Bundled parking and vehicle ownership: Evidence from the American Housing
Survey.” The Journal of Transport and Land Use, 10(1), 27-55.
34
Millard-Ball, A., West, J., Rezaei, N. and Desai, G., 2021. What do residential lotteries show us about
transportation choices? Urban Studies, p.0042098021995139.
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the Obama Administration’s Housing Development Toolkit.35 This policy does not eliminate
existing parking spaces, nor does it ban the construction of new parking spaces; it only
eliminates a rigid requirement that new housing development include at-least a particular
quantity of private car parking, and only does so in areas of Brookline with particularly good
options for travel via means other than private cars, and where many existing housing
developments predate and do not conform with current car parking requirements. The primary
impact of this policy is that new housing has less parking. In 2012, Seattle eliminated required
parking in some neighborhoods near transit; housing built over the subsequent five years in the
impacted neighborhoods included about 40% fewer parking spaces than the city had previously
required, saving about $537 million in construction costs.36
Municipalities around the country have eliminated their parking minimums, both near public
transit and citywide. Sacramento, San Diego, Atlanta, and Somerville have all eliminated parking
minimums near public transit; the latter two having also imposed parking maximums within 0.5
miles of public transit. Other municipalities—including Berkeley, Buffalo, Hartford,
Minneapolis, and San Francisco—have no parking minimums anywhere at all (many smaller
towns, like South Burlington, Vermont, also do not have parking space quotas for housing).
While Brookline has been a leader on many issues related to climate change, on this one we are
forced to play catch-up. This Warrant Article does not take the stronger stances of cities like San
Francisco or Buffalo, which have no parking minimums anywhere. Instead, it takes the middle
ground: making it legal, within 0.5 miles of public transit, to build housing units with as much
parking as makes sense for that project. The city of Houston, which has no residential parking
minimums in three of its more walkable neighborhoods, calls this policy “market-based
parking.”37

35Spivak

Jeffrey. 2018. “People Over Parking.” American
Planning Association.
https://www.planning.org/planning/2018/oct/peopleoverparki
ng MAPC. 2019. “Metro Boston Perfect Fit Parking Initiative.”
https://perfectfitparking.mapc.org/assets/documents/Final%2
0Perfect%20Fit%20Report.pdf “Housing Development
Toolkit.” September 2016.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/imag
es/Housing_Development_Toolkit%20f.2.pdf
36

Gabbe, CJ, Gregory Pierce, and Gordon Clowers. 2020. “Parking policy: The effects of residential minimum
parking requirements in Seattle.” Land Use Policy, 91.
37
Scherer, Jasper. “Houston lifts minimum parking requirements in EaDo, Midtown.” Houston Chronicle
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Our current parking minimums fail to reflect the diversity of parking needs within the TPOD,
imposing a “one-size fits all” on parking. In the TPOD, about 66% of Brookline residents who
work commute without a car (via mass-transit, walking, cycling, etc.) and 25% of households do
not have a car, according to the American Community Survey 2013-2018 estimates. In two north
Brookline Census Tracts (4001 and 4002), 37% and 35% of households, respectively, do not
own a car; and among renters, these numbers are even higher: 58.2% and 66.1%. But even in
these areas, and even for rental housing, our zoning requires all housing to be equipped with car
parking infrastructure. Empowered by state law to obtain exceptions to local zoning regulations,
many 40B developers build much less than the required parking in the TPOD. At 45 Marion St, a
Coolidge Corner development completed in 2014, 64 residential units were built with just 21
parking spaces. At 217 Kent St, a planned 40B includes 112 residential units and just 39 parking
spaces. Our zoning near public transit creates more asphalt, traffic congestion, and fossil fuel
infrastructure than the market demands. As Harvard economics professor Edward Glaeser writes,
“Reducing (or eliminating) minimum parking requirements is one of those unusual cases where
the ardent environmentalist and the libertarian economist see eye-to-eye.”38
Despite our high parking minimums, the number of cars registered in Brookline has declined in
recent years, according to the tax receipts from the Town Assessor’s Office. In FY2014, there
were 36,381 vehicles registered in Brookline; by FY2020, despite several new housing
developments, the number of vehicles had declined to 32,926.39 The data do not bear out
concerns of a residential parking crisis. Survey data from the American Community Survey
further demonstrate declining automobile needs in the TPOD. In each of the 10 Census Tracts
comprising the TPOD, the share of workers commuting by car, van, or truck declined between
the 2010 5-year survey and the 2018 survey, as shown in Figure 2.
FIGURE 2: DECLINING VEHICLE USAGE IN TPOD CENSUS TRACTS

38
39

Glaeser, Edward. 2013. “Don't require more spaces; price curbside ones properly.” Boston Globe
Brookline Assessor’s Office. “MVE Bill Count.” stories.opengov.com/brooklinema/published/Z-j8f17VD
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Data Source: American Community Survey 5-year estimates
In addition to the negative impacts of parking quotas on the environment, requiring parking also
makes housing less affordable. A January 2020 report to Brookline’s Housing Advisory Board
from Pam McKinney, a consultant contracted by the Town to examine housing production costs,
states that building one above-ground garage parking space costs $35,000, while one
underground parking space costs $100,000. Consequently, current requirements—1.4 parking
spaces for 1-bedroom apartments and 2 parking spaces for 2-bedroom apartments in the TPOD—
substantially inflate the price of housing. According to the Victoria Transport Policy Institute,
one parking space increases the cost of housing by 12.5% and two parking spaces increases the
cost of housing by about 25%.40 In Minneapolis and Miami, reduced parking minimums have
spurred construction relatively affordable apartment buildings with limited parking, according to
media reports in both cities.41 Given the increasing unaffordability of housing in Brookline, it
makes little sense for our zoning to preclude the construction of less expensive housing options.
Ultimately, this Warrant Article is about creating the option to build housing responsive to
people with different automobile needs. It neither removes existing parking nor prohibits new
parking from being built. In the TPOD, many residents do not own a car, and a growing majority
of residents do not commute to work by car. Requiring all new construction to include an
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Littman, Todd. 2019. “Parking Requirement Impacts on Housing Affordability.” Victoria Transport Policy
Institute.
41
Schmitt, Angie. “How Parking Mandates Tilt the Market Toward ‘Luxury’ Housing.”
https://usa.streetsblog.org/2018/02/01/how-parking-mandates-tilt-the-market-toward-luxury-housing/ San Juan, Rebecca. 2020. “Smallscale urban developments starting to sprout. Thank a change in the parking code.” Miami Herald.
https://www.miamiherald.com/news/business/real-estate-news/article238937913.html
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arbitrary number of parking spaces neither reflects our Town’s history as a streetcar suburb nor
its future as an environmentally sustainable community.
TABLE 1: INCOMPLETE SAMPLE OF CITIES WITH NO PARKING MINIMUMS
Maximum
s

City

Parking Policy

Buffalo, NY

No minimums citywide

Hartford, CT
South Burlington,
VT

No minimums citywide
No minimums citywide

San Francisco, CA

No minimums citywide

South Bend, IN

No minimums citywide

Sacramento, CA

No minimums citywide

Berkeley, CA

No minimums citywide

Yes

Minneapolis, MN

No minimums citywide

Yes

St Paul, MN

No minimums citywide

Yes

Houston, TX
San Diego, CA
Atlanta, GA

No minimums certain neighborhoods
No minimums near transit (<0.5 miles)
No minimums near transit (<0.5 miles)

Yes
Yes

Somerville, MA

No minimums near transit (<0.5 miles)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Date
01/13/201
7
12/13/201
7
10/15/201
9
12/17/201
8
01/13/202
1
01/20/202
1
01/29/202
1
05/14/202
1
08/19/202
1
07/19/201
9
03/6/2019
11/2/2019
12/16/201
9

ARTICLE 24
Submitted by: Planning Board
This article, submitted by the Planning Board, is one of two articles proposing to reduce or
eliminate minimum residential parking requirements in Brookline. The other parking article is a
citizen petition, submitted by Town Meeting Member Michael Zoorob. While both articles propose
to allow for a reduction or elimination of parking requirements, they have different approaches.
Currently, any relief from parking requirements in most instances must be by Variance, even for a
single space - a very high bar to meet. Both articles provide for relief from current requirements
in most instances by Special Permit, a more flexible approach that allows a consideration of the
specifics of location, site, context, and program.
Both articles are based on the fundamental belief- supported by extensive data - that the amount
of parking currently required for residential development significantly exceeds what existing car
ownership and use data and market studies show. Further, the amount of parking currently required
for residential development significantly drives up the cost of housing, working at cross purposes
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to the widespread acknowledgement that Brookline needs to support additional housing
development, and especially affordable and workforce housing development.
Please note that the Explanation for the Zoorob article contains an excellent and thorough summary
of relevant data regarding the decline in car ownership and the use of the automobile for
commuting to work in Brookline; data on the extent to which the cost of providing parking
increases the cost of housing development; and a review of how other communities are reducing
or eliminating residential parking requirements. Please refer to the Zoo rob explanation for this
information, which need not be repeated here.
Although both WAs are about reducing parking requirements, there are significant differences.
The key portion of the Zoorob article allows for the elimination of residential parking requirements
by right within the TPOD (Transit Parking Overlay District), and It does not require any action
by the Planning or Zoning Board, and does not involve any "counterbalancing amenity."
Other elements of the Zoorob article provide for the reduction or elimination of parking
requirements by Special Permit in several specific situations:
•
units;
•
•
•

In SC and T districts, when a structure is converted for one or more additional dwelling
For projects by the Brookline Housing Authority;
For projects that have age or affordability restrictions; and
For dwelling units occupied by three or more unrelated persons.

All of these conditions would be addressed by the more general Planning Board article.
The PB article allows for relief from current parking requirements to be provided by Special
Permit issued by the ZBA, and it applies town-wide. However, relief requires some offset -- which
should be readily achieved -- in return for the Special Permit. This is typical of much of the Special
Permit relief currently available for other dimensional criteria.
Reduction in parking should, for example, allow for more open space on a parcel. As another
example, if an applicant can demonstrate that one or more additional housing units can be created
on a specific parcel within the current zoning dimensional constraints (height, setback, FAR, etc.),
except for the amount of parking required, that would justify the issuance of a Special Permit. The
Planning Board would like to retain the leverage over projects asking for parking relief that our
version provides, and it is fair to assume that the Planning Department staff would like to have
similar leverage in preliminary discussions with developers.
There has been extensive discussion about whether, given the similar goals, the two initial articles
could be combined into a single article that could be supported by all parties, similar to the way
the two articles regarding Short Term Rentals were combined into a consensus article at Spring
Town Meeting.
The Planning Board article in its current form was voted on and approved for submission to Town
Meeting at the Planning Board meeting of August 19. The Planning Board will not meet again
until after the deadline for submission of Warrant Articles on September 2, so the current version
of the PB article cannot be changed.
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However, during the hearing process leading up to Town Meeting, there will be ample opportunity
to consider a merging of the two articles, with modifications to each that would be complementary.
A combined article could present a rational and cohesive Town-wide approach to bringing our
residential parking requirements into conformity with current data on residential parking demand,
as well as other town goals with respect to increasing the supply of housing and addressing climate
change.
For example, the Lower Boylston Street Corridor Study and the Multifamily Study, both currently
underway, and the upcoming update to the 2015 Housing Production Plan, are all likely to propose
increasing the allowed FAR to some extent in their respective study areas. In parallel with those
studies, a reduced and flexible residential parking standard, in whatever form it takes, will facilitate
additional density in housing.
The PB has made it clear that it prefers to retain discretionary review over projects requiring a
Special Permit on a case-by-case basis. That is central to what a Special Permit review is about -that a project can get some relief without being a detriment to abutters or the neighborhood, and
can justify the need for that relief. It appears, moreover, that the Housing Choice legislation
requires that any reduction in residential parking requirements be by Special Permit, including
allowing the necessary Zoning By- Law changes to be made by way of a majority vote at Town
Meeting (rather than a 2/3 vote). A combined article could be drafted to ensure that it would meet
the criteria of the recent Housing Choice legislation, to be approved by a simple majority of Town
Meeting.
No zoning bylaw is perfect and can address every peculiarity of site, program, and project. The
Planning Board article adds to the "no detriment" concept the idea of also providing a benefit
consistent with town goals -- comparable to the Public Benefits and counterbalancing amenities
already addressed in the Bylaw. The list of counterbalancing benefits allows for other measures
not specifically identified.
As we have seen over the years at the Planning Board, the current parking requirements often result
in projects that provide fewer dwelling units than a site might accommodate, even under the
existing zoning, because of the amount of space, or cost, required to provide two or more parking
spaces per unit, or even the 1.4 and 2 parking spaces required in the TPOD for 1- and 2-BR units
respectively.
We therefore see projects where a developer will build two 4- or 5-BR units in the TPOD, requiring
4 parking spaces, because a project with 3 or 4 units of two BRs each requires more space for
parking (for 6 or 8 cars) than the site can accommodate.
Even with the related counterbalancing measures, the fundamental purpose is to reduce residential
parking requirements in such a way that we will either, at a minimum, gain more (and more
modestly sized and therefore affordable) housing units, and/or gain more landscaped and useable
open space on sites where less parking is required.
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ARTICLE 25
Submitted by: Michael Zoorob, Lisa Cunningham, Scott Englander, Jesse Gray, Ben Hellerstein,
Jonathan Klein, Werner Lohe
Lead Petitioner: Michael Zoorob
This Warrant Article makes five modifications to the zoning by-law relative to parking spaces
42
equipped for electric vehicles. First, it increases the required proportion of EV Ready Spaces in
residential parking areas from 15% to 100%. Second, it lowers the required number of parking
spaces for residential uses necessary to trigger the EV Ready requirement from 15 spaces to 1
space. Third, it lowers the required number of parking spaces for nonresidential uses which triggers
the EV Ready requirement from 15 spaces to 7 spaces (while preserving the existing requirement
that 15% of spaces in nonresidential parking areas be EV Ready Spaces). Fourth, it deletes vague
language about exceptions in the building code for additions and renovations as no such provisions
43
exist. Fifth, it allows the Zoning Board of Appeals to modify these requirements for a particular
building by special permit; this provides some flexibility to adjust these requirements for an
applicant who can demonstrate that full compliance would be onerous.
These changes to facilitate the adoption and use of electric vehicles are necessitated by the need
to rapidly decarbonize our economy. Adoption of electric vehicles is an important part of that
effort, and the Biden Administration has established a target that 50% of all vehicles sold in 2030
will be electric vehicles, highlighting the need to dramatically increase the available charging
44
infrastructure. Because over 80% of EV-charging occurs at home,45 this proposal creates distinct
requirements for residential and commercial parking areas, with greater EV Ready requirements
for residential areas. Though the cost of EV Ready infrastructure is modest in new construction, it
is more costly to retrofit existing parking infrastructure. One study prepared pegged the cost of
installing electric infrastructure for new EV Ready Spaces as $920 per space, compared to $3,710
for retrofitting existing parking.46 Hence, it is reasonable to require that new parking spaces be EV
Ready in anticipation of future adoption. Moreover, many electric utilities subsidize the cost of
EV Ready. As of August 2021, Eversource (the electric distribution utility serving Brookline) “will
pay all associated infrastructure costs to support EV chargers installed when [a new construction
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Chapter 13 C202 of the 9th Edition of the Building Code defines an EV Ready Space as “A designated parking
space which is provided with one dedicated 50-ampere branch circuit for EVSE servicing Electric Vehicles.”
43
The Massachusetts Board of Building Regulation and Standards contemplated language about exceptions for
additions and renovations (page 11: www.mass.gov/doc/2018-eicc-update/download). However, the most recent
edition simply “Reserves” the section on electric vehicle requirements for renovations and additions (page 13:
www.mass.gov/doc/780-cmr-ninth-edition-chapter-13-energy-efficiency-amendments-as-of-272020/download)
44
www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2021/08/05/fact-sheet-president-biden-announces-stepsto-drive-american-leadership-forward-on-clean-cars-and-trucks/
45
www.nrdc.org/experts/patricia-valderrama/electric-vehicle-charging-101
46
Pike, Ed et al. “Plug-In Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Cost-Effectiveness Report for San Francisco.” 2016.
evchargingpros.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/City-of-SF-PEV-Infrastructure-Cost-Effectiveness-Report2016.pdf
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project] is complete, and…can help upsize certain equipment such as panels and transformers to
47
make it easier to add additional charging stations in the future.”

ARTICLE 26
Submitted by: Linda Olson Pehlke, TMM Pct. 2, Paul Warren, TMM Pct. 1, Gina Hahn, TMM
Pct. 3, M. David Lee, President Stull and Lee Architecture and Planning, Pct. 6
COVID has changed the way we live, learn, work, play and interact. The petitioners are proposing
a Town-wide, progressive planning and zoning reform project responding to COVID and current
pressing issues, such as climate disruption, equity, housing insecurity and business vitality.
Community engagement across the entire town is the key-stone of this project. Starting with a
detailed inventory of our current environment, this engagement process will allow stakeholders to
identify common goals and values along with strategies for implementation. Once established,
these shared goals and values will be translated into a new, reformed Zoning By-Law based on
form-based zoning and incorporating other progressive planning tools.
As currently conceived, this transformational planning process is expected to take approximately
three years. The project budget is estimated to be approximately $850,000, which includes
additional project related Planning Department staff positions. Potential funding sources include
the American Rescue Plan Act or Capital Improvement Project funding. Current corridor studies,
the Housing Production Plan and other on-going planning efforts will continue and inform project
recommendations.
The overall benefit of this project will be a more resilient, prosperous and healthy community as
consensus goals and values have been set pro-actively. With clearly defined development
expectations, more projects can be permitted by-right, therefore reducing discretionary special
permits and delivering more predictable development results.
Additionally, by utilizing modern planning and zoning techniques, development projects will
deliver more public benefit to the areas where private property meets the public realm and,
importantly, be better aligned to community goals.
By doing the work to define our shared goals, we can work together to respond to COVID and also
strengthen and enhance the quality of life for all who live, work, study or visit in Brookline.
ARTICLE 27
Submitted by: John Doggett, TMM P13, and Neil Gordon, TMM P1
This Article proposes requiring petitioners to consider and briefly describe the financial impacts
of the proposed article on the Town, if any.
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Residential: www.eversource.com/content/ema-c/residential/save-money-energy/explore-alternatives/electricvehicles/charging-stations/new-construction-projects; Commercial: www.eversource.com/content/ema-c/residential/savemoney-energy/explore-alternatives/electric-vehicles/charging-stations/new-construction-projects
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In its final report, the Brookline Financial Advisory Committee (“BFAC”) in recommendation 3
said, “To the extent permissible, reform the warrant article development, review, and
implementation process to enable consistent, transparent, robust analysis and reporting of each
article’s short-term and long-term costs and benefits; to discourage financial appropriations made
outside the annual budget cycle; and to take into consideration the limitations of staff time and
volunteer resources.” This Article represents a modest step in moving toward satisfying that
recommendation. The proposed amendment does not prescribe the lengths and depths of analysis
of financial impact. That is left to the proponent(s), and as may be suggested from time to time by
reviewing bodies, and, in particular, the Advisory Committee.
This Article, if adopted, will, at a minimum, be a reminder to Proponents that they should take
seriously the financial impact of their proposals, and that reviewing boards committees and
commissions take into account the extent of, or lack of, any meaningful description of financial
impacts, in their recommendations to Town Meeting.
There are no costs associated with the implementation of this Article. On the other hand, there will
be a positive impact on the Town’s decision making.
ARTICLE 28
Submitted by: Shira H. Fischer; Jonathan Klein, Jonathan H. Davis
This article would make it unlawful to sell new fur products, such as clothing and home
accessories, in our town. The bylaw, which includes a phase-in period, would not prohibit the
possession of fur products, nor the purchase of fur products outside of Brookline. It does not apply
to leather/cowhide, shearling, fur used for religious purposes, fur used for tribal, spiritual, or
cultural purposes by members of a Native American tribe, second-hand fur, or the gifting of fur
products. The purpose of this article is to address the environmental, humane, and health concerns
caused by fur production.
The fur industry is extremely cruel to animals, and completely unnecessary. The vast majority of
fur sold in America comes from fur farms, where animals spend their entire lives in small cages,
unable to engage in behaviors natural to their species. When it is time for them to be slaughtered,
fur farmers will often use the cheapest methods of killing available, including: electrocution, gas,
poison, and suffocation. While it might once have been necessary to wear fur in order to stay warm,
it is no longer. In 2021, there are so many cheaper alternatives available, that we can’t justify
killing animals for their fur.
In addition to the animal cruelty, the fur industry takes a great toll on the environment. It takes up
land. Lots of food and water is required to feed the animals being raised for their fur. In addition
to that, toxic chemicals such as chromium and formaldehyde are used to preserve the fur and
prevent it from biodegrading. Waste runoff from fur farms can often end up in waterways or in
natural habitats. With so many eco-friendly alternatives, we cannot justify the harm the fur industry
does to the environment.
Fur farming also poses a public health risk. Animals on fur farms are kept so close together, that
fur farms are breeding grounds, and transmission vectors for dangerous zoonotic diseases
including SARS coronaviruses. Covid-19 outbreaks, which transmitted back to humans, occurred
on multiple fur farms across Europe and the United States, resulting in the culling of tens of
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millions of mink. With so many alternatives that do not pose a public health threat, we cannot
justify the public health threat that fur farming poses.
The towns of Weston and Wellesley, Massachusetts, have both already passed almost identical
bylaws. They use very similar wording, with some minor differences, mostly to accommodate the
town in which they are brought forth. The article passed in Wellesley, which is practically the
same as this one, has been approved by the Massachusetts Attorney General.
ARTICLE 29
Submitted by: Neil Gordon, TMM1
In July of this year, President Biden said this: “Some things in America should be simple and
straightforward. Perhaps the most important of those things — the most fundamental of those
things — is the right to vote; the right to vote freely, the right to vote fairly, the right to have
your vote counted.” President Biden added, “… it’s up to all of us to protect that right.”
Favorable Action on this Article will make it clear that we, the people, have a right to be heard
before decisions are made relating to, in President Biden’s words, “the most fundamental of
things, the right to vote.”
This Article, if adopted, would not change the authority of the Select Board, the Town Clerk, or
any Town board, committee or commission. It would, though, ensure that except in extraordinary
circumstances, decisions impacting elections be made only after the public has been heard.
Given the importance of election-related decisions to the democratic process, the modest burden
imposed on elected and/or appointed Town officials, or on Town staff, in scheduling and holding
an occasional public hearing, is well worth the anticipated extra effort.
Adoption of this Article will have no significant financial impact on the Town.
ARTICLE 30
Submitted by: Martin Rosenthal, TMM-9, also counsel for Stanley Spiegel.
(all emphases added): Since Dec. 1, 2015 when Mr. Alston’s federal lawsuit was filed, it was clear
that Stanley Spiegel (as a matter of legal ethics’ Rules) needed separate counsel from the Town.
Starting that month the Select Board has now twice (i.e. also in 2018) -- by two-vote pluralities -declined to indemnify the legal fees for Stanley, a retired UMass math teacher who’s been for
about three decades a highly devoted ACM and TMM and is now age 85. Those fees have been
charged at reduced hourly rates, but have of course steadily accrued until this year’s 1st Circuit
affirmance both (A) of his dismissal -- due to the Complaint, even if 100% true (which Stanley
denies), lacking any legal cause of action against him --; and (B) of the substantial sanctions
imposed against Mr. Alston’s lawyer for filing a legally “frivolous” lawsuit.”
MGL c. 258, §13 mandates: “shall indemnify and save harmless municipal officers, elected or
appointed from personal financial loss and expense including reasonable legal fees… if the official
[is sued for an] act or omission … within the scope of his official duties or employment.” As is
clear from Mr. Alston’s (unsuccessful) 1st Circuit brief, aside from one other even more trivial
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allegation (circulating to an unknown number of TMM’s an already-published Nancy Daly letter),
Stanley was sued primarily for very briefly discussing in 2014 the Alston matter with two people,
one being another TMM, in the S-Bd hearing room -- surely “within the scope of his …
employment” as an ACM and TMM, both of his positions having being emphasized in the Alston
Complaint. Ch. 258, §13 (and the very similar but discretionary) §9 caselaw uniformly emphasizes
its purpose, in fact a core value of Brookline’s public service traditions:
[I]t is ordinarily the actual and customary, rather than formally described, duties which determine
scope of employment. See Restatement (2nd) of Agency, §229 … and Filippone v. Mayor of
Newton, 392 Mass. 622, 629 (1984): “As a matter of policy, public indemnification of public
officials serves in part to encourage public service.” To adopt a restrictive view of the scope of
employment under G.L. c. 258, § 9, would be inconsistent with the purposes of the statute and
would encourage public officials to view their duties in an unreasonably restrictive manner.
Howard v. Burlington, 399 Mass. 585, 591 (1987)(Finance Committee chair sued for
defamation). There is already one known example of an otherwise activist person who was urged
to run for Town Meeting, but who replied, “And what, get sued”?
Stanley’s (alleged) 2014 conversation obviously was within “the scope of … his employment” as
both an ACM and TMM. Attached are (1) letters submitted to the S-Bd in 2018 by S.Gadsby,
S.Lynn-Jones, H.Bohrs, D.Benka, G.White, K.Race-T.Naro), and (2) a 4/15/21 letter signed by 36
current or former well-known Town officials, as well as Brookline PAX. The latter was sent to
then-S/Bd Chair Green and now-former T/C Joslin Murphy for purposes of getting on the 4/20/21
S-Bd agenda. However, the latter immediately replied by email (attached below), “I fully support,
and will recommend, that Stanley be reimbursed for his reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses
…[to] achieve the goal of making Stanley whole.” So Stanley withdrew the agenda request, soon
submitted all law-firm invoices and a list of the payments he’d as of then made (with still some
outstanding, unpaid invoices), and began -- as directed -- discussing the indemnity amount with
the Louison firm. However, with recent Town settlement negotiations being handled by different
counsel for the Town, and Joslin’s retirement, Stanley’s efforts/requests to be included in such
closure discussions seem to have been either ignored or rejected (in executive sessions).
In 2018, after the District Court’s dismissal (and sanctions) rulings, when the S-Bd.
nonetheless/again seemingly flouted 258/13’s mandatory indemnity -- again, by a 2-vote plurality,
with the earlier Dec. 2015 minutes saying, “[TC] Murphy added, the Board could also choose to
wait and see what happens. This could look a lot different down the road; she anticipates that the
case will be dismissed” -- Stanley was so physically and mentally disabled (mostly from the
Town’s abandonment of him) that he was then unwilling, indeed unable, and to go public with his
rightful 258/13 claim. He’s now prepared to sue the Town and certain individual officials for inter
alia his rightful indemnity, in which case the requested amount will likely be augmented (a) by
some additional, viable legal claims and (b) by even more surely his lawyers’ additional legal fees
for pursuing indemnity, for which Stanley has not been billed/paying but has a “contingency fee”
agreement. [See Dugan v Board of Selectmen of Dartmouth, 413 Mass. 641 (1992)(“save
harmless” means also reimbursing an official’s legal fees for successfully suing for wrongly denied
indemnity)]
Finally, if Mr. Alston -- already indefinitely reinstated at full pay (seemingly without working) -is being given a mega-large settlement (as is rumored), it’s not just wrong, not just at odds with
258/13’s language and purpose, but downright cruel to force Stanley to go back into (a state) court,
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and of course further delays, for what he’s entitled to get. So far, as the least involved (and at fault)
of anyone in this case, Stanley is the case’s only financial victim, since no other Town “official”
has paid their/her/his own legal fees. “There oughta be a law.” Well, there is!; and Brookline’s
voters overwhelmingly adopted it in 1980.
ARTICLE 31
Any reports from Town Officers and Committees are included under this article in the Combined
Reports. Town Meeting action is not required on any of the reports.
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TOWN of BROOKLINE
Massachusetts
EDWARD (SANDY) GADSBY
Tow11 Moderator

60 GLEN ROAD, UNIT 204
BROOKLINE, MA 02445
738-6609
sgadsby@foleyhoag.com

June 11,

2018

To the Brookline Select Board:

I am sending this letter in connection \\ith the request of Stanley Spiegel, through
his counsel, for indemnification for his legal expenses incurred as a result of hming been
a named defendant in the Alston v. Tmvn of Brookline et al litigation.
Here is the situation as I understand it, from personal observation and from Mr.
Spiegel's counsel. There is absolutely no question in my mind that Mr. Spiegel was
joined as a defendant in this litigation on account of his membership on the Ad\isory
Committee. The claims against Mr. Spiegel have all been adjudicated by the U. S.
District Court to be frivolous. The costs to Mr. Spiegel of defending himself in this
litigation have been substantial, and the personal and emotional costs incalculable. Mr.
Spiegel has a motion pending for sanctions, but this could be litigated for months at
eYen more expense.
Putting aside my personal feelings about all this, my concern as the appointing
authority for members of the Advisory Committee is the potential damping effect that
Mr. Spiegel's ordeal \\ill have on potential candidates for service on the Advisory
Committee, or for that matter any other voluntary TmNn board or committee. If the
Tmvn permits our citizen volunteers to be harassed and intimidated by predatory
lav.yers \-vithout the benefit of indemnification, it cannot help but narrmv the field of
candidates for service on such important committees as the Advisory Committee.
Finding qualified and V\i.lling candidates is difficult enough \\ithout these risks, which
are among those that the Tm-.n 's indemnity practices should be applied to ameliorate.
I ask that the Select Board indemnify Mr. Spiegel, at least to the extent that he is

not reimbursed from other sources.
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Sandy GJlsJ{y
Town Moderator
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June 18, 2018

Dear Members of the Select Board:

AL

I understand that the Select Board will consider a request that Stanley Spiegel be
indemnified by the Town of Brookline for legal expenses he incurred as a result of
the Alston v. Town of Brookline et al litigation.

TI

I hope that the Select Board will vote to indemnify Mr. Spiegel for any legal
expenses for which he remains responsible after receiving reimbursement from
other sources.
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As chair of the Advisory Committee, I am concerned that not indemnifying Mr.
Spiegel will discourage other residents from volunteering to serve on the Advisory
Committee and other boards, committees, and commissions. Those of you who
have served on the Advisory Committee know that members must devote much
time to the Committee’s work. It is not easy to find Brookline residents who are
willing to shoulder these responsibilities. Fewer still would be likely to agree to
serve if the Select Board takes the position that citizen volunteers will not be
indemnified for legal expenses incurred as a result of their efforts to serve the
Town.

O

Please note that I am writing in my capacity of chair of the Advisory Committee,
not on behalf of the entire Advisory Committee. The Committee has not held a
meeting to discuss the question of indemnifying Mr. Spiegel for legal expenses.

C

Sincerely yours,

Sean M. Lynn-Jones
Chair
Brookline Advisory Committee

MEMORANDUM
Members of the Select Board
Dick Benka
Comments regarding indemnification under G.L. c. 258, sec. 9
June 18, 2018

TO :
FROM:
RE:
DATE:

I have a few quick comments regarding indemnification under G .L. c. 258, sec. 9. ("Section 9").
The ultimate policy decision is yours.

AL

1.
As I am sure you are aware, the language of Section 9 permits indemnification of " public
employees" where the " employee or official ... was acting within the scope of his official duties
of employment." On first reading, I had assumed that Section 9 required an employer-employee
relationship and would preclude indemnification for someone who was merely a vo lunteer.

EN

TI

That conclusion, however, would not give effect to the language of Section 9 that permits
indemnification of an " employee or official," not merely an "employee." Indeed, in Howard v.
Town of Burlington, 399 Mass. 585 (1987), the Supreme Judicial Court permitted
indemnification of an town finance committee chair, without regard to whether she was paid, 1
identifying the " ultimate question under G. L. c. 258, Section 9 .. . [as] whether the town should
be allowed to indemnify a public employee or official." Id. at 589 n.6 (emphasis supplied).
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2.
Thus, the " scope of ... official duties of employment" for purposes of indemnification
cannot logically be limited to a paid employer-employee relationship, and one should not demand
that an official seeking indemnification have been " hired" to perform the specific tasks that gave
rise to claims. " Scope" is " not construed restrictively" under Section 9; to the contrary, the
provision " shall be construed liberally" recognizing that " public indemnification of public
officials serves in part to encourage public service." Id. at 590-91 (duties do not have to be
" formally described" in town by-law). See also Pinshaw v. Metropolitan District Commission,
402 Mass. 687, 694-95 ( 1988) (under similar language of G. L. c. 258, sec. 9A, focusing on
whether individual was " 'motivated, at least in part, by a purpose to serve the employer' " or, to
the contrary, acted "' from purely personal motives ... in no way connected with the employer' s
interests"'). Indeed, the Supreme Judicial Court has suggested that "the permissive nature of the
indemnity statute may allow a broader scope of employment definition than under the respondeat
superior inquiry" governing the liability of an employer for an employee's actions. Howard,
supra, at 589 n.6.

C

3.
One final concern is whether indemnification in the Spiegel case would open the door to
significant Town indemnification obligations in other cases in the future. At least two factors
could allay this concern. First, Spiegel was identified by plaintiff as a member of the Advisory
Committee, and not merely as one of hundreds of Town Meeting members . Second, Section 9
gives the Town discretion to chose whether to indemnify an individual. The Section states that
the Town " may" - not " shall" (the language of G.L. c. 285 , sec. 9A) -- provide indemnification.
The statute, as noted above, is " permissive. "

1

The Burlington town budget provides onl y a small amount for the ways and means committee part-time
recording clerk. http://www.burlington.org/Budget%20Document.pdf, at 16.

June. 15.2018

AL

Melvin Kleckner
Town Administrator
Brookline Town Hall
333 Washington St.
6th Floor
Brookline, MA 02445
To the Brookline Select Board:

TI

We have seen a final draft of a June letter to you from the Moderator, Sandy Gadsby, and we
fully join in both his serious concerns and his urging indemnification of Stanley Spiegel.
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Tony, is a Town Meeting Member, Brookline Police Chief Search Panel, and active member of
the Commission on Diversity Inclusion and Community Relations (CDICR). Kelly is an equally
active member of Town government as the Chair of the CDICR and volunteer reviewer of the
civilian complaint process with the Brookline Police Department. These positions are unpaid and
consume a great amount of time. However, we put ourselves out there because we care about
Brookline and want to make it a more diverse, inclusive, and friendly town. Those who
volunteer for the Town, especially dedicated ones like Mr. Spiegel, merit indemnification where
they are subject to a lawsuit which is directly related to their volunteer work for the Town and
said lawsuit is dismissed as unfounded or, in the case of Mr. Spiegel, frivolous . Failing to
indemnify Mr. Spiegel could send a chilling effect to the community with respect to people's
willingness to volunteer. Furthermore, current commissioners and board members will have
concerns that they could one day be subject to a frivolous lawsuit of their own. We believe this
is especially likely where members of the CDICR may be witnesses in an upcoming federal
lawsuit, pursued by the same attorney who filed a frivolous lawsuit against Mr. Spiegel.

O

We thank you for your time and welcome any questions that you may have about our feelings on
this matter.
Very truly yours,

C

~

--------------

Anthony J. Naro

~ t'iv-

~ell y Race

CC: Marty Rosenthal, Esq.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

George Abbott White
martyros@world.std.com; sgadsby@foleyhoag.com; hamiltonhe@gmail.com; Dr George Abbott White
RE Stanley Spiegel, GAW
Tuesday, June 19, 2018 4:17:54 PM

RE Stanley Spiegel
Dear Marty,
Thank you for your telephone call today regarding the situation with Stanley Spiegel.

AL

I particularly appreciated your updating on where matter stand, and wholly agree with
Sandy’s position.

TI

As president of the Town Meeting Members Association I am glad to join in unreserved
support of the proposal being put forward to the Select Board, and appreciate the fact
that this represents more than a personal concern.
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Please feel free to get in touch with me again, at any point.

And forgive me writing in haste, it has been an extremely busy time, returning a tenant to
England, and a new grandfather to the exacting task of bottle washer!
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With every good wish, George

George Abbott White, TMM 9
President, Town Meeting Members Association
143 Winchester Street
Brookline, MA 02446

C

O

617-513-6627
Sent from my iPhone
George Abbott White, PhD

(Community) MEMORANDUM urging c. 258, §13 indemnity for ACM/TMM Spiegel
To: BROOKLINE SELECT BOARD
Fr: Brookline PAX, 1 Bob ALLEN, Jeffrey ALLEN, John BUSINGER, Cat Anderson, Edie Brickman,
Harry Friedman, Jennifer Gilbert, Jennifer Goldsmith, Phyllis Giller, Ken GOLDSTEIN, Scott
Gladstone, Neil Gordon, Susan Granoff, Gil HOY, Bobbie Knable, Amy Hummel, Sytske
Humphrey, Joyce Jozwicki, Janice Kahn, Roger Lipson, Jon Margolis, Linda Olson Pehlke,
Kate POVERMAN, Lynda Roseman, Michael SANDMAN, Lisa Sears, Frances Shedd-Fisher,
Frank SMIZIK, Claire Stampfer, Charles Terrell, Dwaign Tyndal, Tommy VITOLO, Sassan
Zelkha
C/O: Martin R. Rosenthal, Esq.
Date: April 15, 2021
Re:
Stanley Spiegel’s Indemnity for 1:15-cv-13987-GAO and 1st Cir. #’s 20-1434 & 1435
As mostly current/former Town officials we’re very upset by the failure to indemnify Stanley
Spiegel in the above cases, the 1st two now deemed not just baseless, but frivolous and sanctionable.
For simplicity we adopt Sandy Gadsby’s 6/11/18 letter to the Select Board -- attached, e.g.: 2
There is absolutely no question in my mind that Mr. Spiegel was joined as a defendant in this litigation on account of his membership on the Advisory Committee. 3 … [M]y concern as the appointing authority for members of the [A/C] is the potential damping effect that Mr. Spiegel's ordeal will have on
potential candidates for service on the [A/C], or for that matter any other voluntary Town board or committee. If the Town permits our citizen volunteers to be harassed and intimidated by predatory lawyers
without the benefit of indemnification, it cannot help but narrow the field of candidates for service on
such important committees as the [A/C]. Finding qualified and willing candidates is difficult enough
without these risks, which are among those that the Town's indemnity practices should be applied to
ameliorate. I ask that the Select Board indemnify Mr. Spiegel. (emphasis added)

Most of us are not lawyers, but we’re all aware, first, that Town voters (two to one!) adopted
GL c. 258, §13 4 (mandatory) indemnity -- as opposed to the merely discretionary alternative c. 258,
§9 -- on 4/15/80 (1216 Yes, 597 No). Second, there seems no doubt that Stanley (like most of us)
has been a Town “official” (he being 2-fold, ACM & TMM) -- and indeed sued as such. 5
Third, we share the Moderator’s chilling effect fears -- identical to the purposes of c. 258, §§9
and 13, e.g. in Howard v. Burlington, 399 Mass. 585, 591 (1987)(dismissing 10-taxpayer suit challenging a c.258,§9 discretionary indemnity for a Finance Committee Chair sued for defamation):

1

PAX’s Board, excluding SBM Heller, was yesterday polled, with a huge and (pretty rare) unanimous YES response..

2

We’ve also seen 2018 letters by S. Lynn-Jones, H. Bohrs, D. Benka, G. White, and (together) K. Race and T. Naro

3

hereinafter “A/C” or “ACM” for Members; and “TMM” for Town Meeting Member
§13: “any town which accepts this section … shall indemnify and save harmless municipal officers, elected or appointed from personal financial loss and expense including reasonable legal fees and costs, if any, in an amount not to
exceed one million dollars, arising out of any claim, demand, suit or judgment by reason of any act or omission, except
an intentional violation of civil rights of any person, if the official at the time of such act or omission was acting within
the scope of his official duties or employment.” NOTE, c. 258, §9, except for being discretionary is essentially identical.
5
We have also seen the 12/1/15 Complaint, e.g. ¶¶’s 25, 110, 132
4
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The plaintiffs argue that the town may expend public funds to indemnify Davis only if her discussion
with Mercier was within the scope of her official duties as chairwoman of the committee as determined
by article IX, §5-0, of the general by-laws of … Burlington. We decline to adopt such a restrictive interpretation of the term for the purposes of G.L. c. 258, § 9. Moreover … it is ordinarily the actual and
customary, rather than formally described, duties which determine scope of employment. See Restatement (2nd) of Agency, § 229 …
Statute 1978, c. 512, § 18, provides in relevant part that “[t]he provisions of this [MA Tort Claims] act
shall be construed liberally for the accomplishment of the purposes thereof.” As we noted in Filippone
v. Mayor of Newton, 392 Mass. 622, 629 … (1984): “As a matter of policy, public indemnification of
public officials serves in part to encourage public service.” To adopt a restrictive view of the scope of
employment under G.L. c. 258, § 9, would be inconsistent with the purposes of the statute and would
encourage public officials to view their duties in an unreasonably restrictive manner. …[We conclude
that Davis's discussion falls within the scope of employment under G.L. c. 258, § 9…] (emphasis added)

And, it also seems beyond any doubt that Stanley’s two alleged (and we understand, disputed,
but in any event now deemed legally non-actionable) actions were surely typical of what Brookline’s “legislators” do -- and should do, discussing important Town issues with both their colleagues
and the public. 6 Surely you recognize, and don’t want to deter, that kind of discourse!
By not indemnifying a TMM or ACM (or for that matter a member of any board, committee,
or commission), you’ll send a message to “predatory” 7 lawyers that they can simply toss in any of
hundreds of Town (and School) volunteers as defendants, who’ll then have to pay their own legal
fees and risk losing their savings, maybe even their homes -- and who thus might have to (reluctantly, but still expensively) settle an unfounded lawsuit. Just what such lawyers are seeking!
That’s the “slippery slope” here, i.e., more harassing lawsuits. We also note a painful irony of
the Select Board not indemnifying Stanley for coming to the Board’s defense. We’re informed that
several seasoned & widely respected ACM’s (who’ve signed this letter) were, in 2019, prepared to
propose both a -- yes, legally novel -- reserve fund transfer for, and a resolution urging/demanding,
full 258/13 indemnification for Stanley’s legal fees, but were asked by Stanley’s lawyers to wait.
For decades we’ve all served and worked hard/unpaid -- for Brookline. Please do what’s right,
not only for Stanley, but for all Town and School volunteers, and indeed for the Town itself. What’s
at stake -- personally for Stanley, and also for the Town -- can’t be overstated and shouldn’t be underestimated. Finally, isn’t it inconceivable (aside from unlawful) for a City Councilor to be denied
mandatory §13 (or even §9, discretionary) indemnity -- for “talking” about a major city issue?
You must know: TMM’s are Brookline’s “legislators.” They, ACM’s, Town volunteers -- like
we -- not only deserve respect, but are (like this case) poster children for c. 258, 13.

6

Complaint ¶¶’s 110 and 132-133, allegations that we hear are disputed in their details, but nonetheless -- even if taken
as true -- now deemed legally non-actionable. We’re also told -- as you must know -- that Stanley was also exonerated
of misbehavior by an outside investigator Joseph Coffey, 4/30/15 in a lengthy report, citing in part “no evidence that
Mr. Spiegel, in his capacity as a Town official, had improperly accessed or disclosed confidential personnel record information concerning Mr. Alston.”

7

Sandy’s term, above
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